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INTRODUCTION 
Afro-American artists and intellectuals of the twentieth 
century have unanimously acclaimed the brilliance and pro¬ 
fundity of black music. Despite their political or ideolo¬ 
gical differences, black scholars concur in stating that 
the musicians of their race are among the world’s most 
gifted artists. As early as 1903 W.E.B. Dubois spoke elo¬ 
quently of the Afro-American slave song; "And so by fate¬ 
ful chance the Negro folk-song — the rhythmic cry of the 
slave — stands today not simply as the sole American music 
but as the most beautiful expression of human experience 
born this side of the sea."^ Some twenty years later 
Langston Hughes described his personal reaction to another 
generation of black music: "Jazz to me is one of the in¬ 
herent expressions of Negro life in America: the eternal 
tom-tom of revolt against weariness in a white world, a 
world of subway trains and work, work, work, the tom-tom 
2 
of joy and laughter and pain swallowed in a smile." 
Charles S. Johnson spoke compassionately of the blues. He 
1 
W.E.B. Dubois, The Souls of Black Folk (New York: 
Washington Square Press, 1970), p. 206. 
2 
Langston Hughes, "The Negro Artist and the Racial 
Mountain," Nation. CXXII (June, 1926), p. 693. Also pub¬ 
lished in Black Expression, ed. by Addison Gayle (New York: 
Weybright and Talley, 1970), pp. 258-262. 
2 
found in them "... the curious story of disillusionment 
without a saving philosophy and yet without defeat. They 
mark the.narrow limits of life's satisfactions, its vast 
treacherous ironies. Stark, full human passion crowd them- 
sleves into an uncomplex expression, so simple in their 
3 
power that they startle." 
As each generation of Black artists and intellectuals 
bestows its accolades on Afro-American music the extra- 
cultural functions of this diversified art become a focal 
point of attention. Contemporary assessments of black 
music include those of Larry Neal and A. B. Spelman, who 
speak of modern jazz as "moral realities"^ and "religious 
5 
experience" respectively. James T. Stewart views black 
music as "social activity"^ while Leroi Jones emphasizes 
its political and historical functions. Jones contends 
3 
Charles S. Johnson, "Jazz, Poetry and Blues," 
Carolina Magazine, May, 192$, p. 2. 
4 
Larry Neal, "Any Day Now: Black Art and Black 
Liberation," Ebony, August, 1969, p. 55. 
5 
A. B. Spelman, "Revolution in Sound," Ebony, 
August, 1969, p. $$. 
6 
James Stewart, "Introduction to Black Aesthetics 
in Music," in The Black Aesthetic, ed. by Addison Gayle 
(Garden City: Doubleday, 1971), p. 91. 
3 
that "American Negro music, from its inception moved 
logically and powerfully out of a fusion between the 
African musical tradition and the American experience. It 
was, and continues to be a natural, yet a highly stylized 
and personal version of the Negro's life in America. It 
is, indeed, a chronicler of the Negro's movement, from 
African slave to American slave, from Freedman to Citizen. 
Throughout history Afro-American music and its 
traditions have been perpetuated by the "... lowest 
g 
classes of Negro Americans." At the beginning of this 
century these oppressed classes were comprised, in the 
main, of rural agricultural workers of the deep south. 
Under a growing monopoly capitalism these Afro-Americans 
had been subjected to acute forms of exploitation and 
terrorism: they had been brutally persecuted for trivial 
offenses and denied all basic forms of human justice and 
fais play; they had been stripped of their right to vote 
and forced to exist as peons. In the midst of these in¬ 
vidious conditions the exploited Negro peasant lifted a 
7 
Leroi Jones, "The Myth of Negro Literature," in 
Black Expression, ed by Addison Gayle (New York: 
Weybright and ïalley, 1969), pp. 191-92. 
S 
Ibid., p. 191• 
K 
* 
mournful voice in song and told the world of his suffering. 
He named his songs "the blues," a term that has hence 
become synonymous with human suffering and sorrow. 
The Afro-American musician chronicles history with 
journalistic objectivity and accuracy. Inscribed within 
the lyrics of the spirituals, worksongs, folk ballads 
and blues is the history of a courageous people engaged 
in a determined struggle against oppression. Today's 
black music continues to reflect the issues and affairs 
that are of vital concern to Afro-Americans. In the midst 
of our civil rights struggle, for example, it was Sam 
Cooke who alerted us that a change is going to come. It 
was pop singer Freda Payne who verbalized the anti-war 
sentiments of Afro-American people in her best seller 
"Bring the Boys Back." Black music is significant, as 
James Stewart puts it, because it expresses "... the 
9 condition of life, of existence", it reveals the Wel¬ 
tanschauung of African American people. 
More than any other black writer or poet, James 
Langston Hughes listened carefully and consistently to 
9 
James Stewart, "The Development of the Black 
Revolutionary Artist" in Black Fire, ed. by Leroi Jones 
and Larry Neal (New York: William Morrow and Co., 1968) 
p. 10. 
5 
Afro-American music. In a variety of poems, stories, 
critical essays, biographies and plays, Hughes interprets 
with unswerving honesty the Negro music contemporary with 
his manhood. Beginning with poetic renditions of Harlem 
jazz during the twenties and ending with interpretations 
of the avant garde sounds of the decade of the sixties 
Hughes continously sought to capture in verse what he 
heard in melody and song. 
Given the historicity of black music, and the class 
origins of those who conveyed its traditions, Hughes’ jazz 
and blues poetry should reveal some of the political and 
economic forces in American capitalism that have perennially 
determined the nature of black oppression in this society. 
Any critical evaluation of that poetry must of necessity 
be both literary and historical in content. In conjuncture 
with this viewpoint, the author of this study has emphasized 
the external historical forces influencing the themes and 
motifs in these poems rather than their internal orderings 
as creative art. The study is divided into five chronologi¬ 
cally arranged chapters. The first chapter deals with the 
musical origins of the blues, and with the class background 
of those who created and first popularized them. The second 
chapter discusses the jazz and blues poems in Hughes’ first 
two collections, The Weary Blues (1926) and Fine Clothes 
6 
To The Jew (1927). The third chapter deals with the blues 
poems in Shakespere in Harlem (1942), while the fourth 
and fifth chapters discuss the jazz poems in Montage of 
A Dream Deferred (1951) and Ask lour Mama (1961) respectively. 
CHAPTER ONE: THE BIRTH OF THE BLUES 
7 
The Blues sprang up, probably in the early 
1900's among illiterate and despised southern 
Negroes: barroom pianists, street corner 
guitar players, wandering laborers, the 
watchers of incoming trains and steamboats, 
prostitutes and outcasts.10 
****************************** 
The period between the end of the nineteenth century and 
the beginning of World War I is cited by American historians 
as an era of phenomenal industrial, economic and techno¬ 
logical expansion. These years mark the conquest and appro¬ 
priation of Cuba, the Phillipines and Puerto Rico by a 
budding U.S. imperialism, the consolidation of U.S. Steel, 
the world's first billion dollar corporation, the construction 
of hundreds of thousands of miles in railroads and the 
establishment of gigantic industrial combines with virtually 
unlimited access to the world's human and natural resources. 
In his second autobiography W.E.B. Dubois remembers this 
period as ". . . the age of triumph for big business, for 
industry, consolidated and organized on a world-wide scale, 
10 
W.C. Handy and Abbe Niles (eds.), 
A Treasury of the Blues (New York: Charles Boni, 
1926), p.9. 
11 
William Foster, The Negro People in American 
History (New York: International Publishers, 19f>4) 
p. 388, 
8 
and run by white capital with colored labor. The southern 
United States was one of the most promising fields for 
this development, with a fine climate, invaluable staple 
crops, with a mass of cheap and potentially efficient labor, 
with unlimited natural power and use of unequalled technique, 
and with a transportation system reaching all the markets 
of the world."'^ 
The fact that Afro-American people were the victims 
rather than the beneficiaries of these developments is 
also historically evident. What semblance of equality 
and justice they had won during Reconstruction was com¬ 
pletely annulled by the Haynes - Tillen treachery of 
1Ô77. From then on the black massess — sharecroppers 
and laborers of the rural South — were forced to produce 
commodities deemed necessary to expanding consumer markets 
and thereby prevented from expending labor toward the 
production of their own survival needs. In his auto¬ 
biography Up From Slavery Booker T. Washington describes 
the ghastly destitution that circumscribed the day to day 
existence of the black sharecropper. Washington tends to 
^■^W.E.B. Dubois, The Autobiography of W.E.B. Dubois 
(New York: International Publishers, 1969) p. 2^9. 
9 
blame the manifestations of oppression on those who are its 
victims. Nonetheless, his comments still provide concrete 
evidence of the black sharecroppers' complete dependence on 
the very merchants and planters who helped to further the 
exploitation of their labor. 
In the plantation districts I found that, as 
a rule the whole family slept in one room 
and that in addition to the immediate family 
there sometimes were relatives, or others 
not related to the family, who slept in the 
same room. . . The common diet of the 
people was fat pork and corn bread. At times 
I have eaten in cabins where they had only 
corn bread and "black-eye peas" cooked in 
plain water. The people seemed to have no 
other idea than to live on this fat meat and 
corn bread, — the meat, and the meal of which 
the bread was made, having been brought at a 
high price at a store in town, notwithstanding 
the fact that the land all about the cabin homes 
could easily have been made to produce nearly 
every kind of garden vegetable that is raised 
anywhere in the country. Their one object 
seemed to be to plant nothing but cotton; and 
in many cases cotton was planted up to the very 
door of the cabin.13 
Under the heavy impact of capitalist "development" 
as it manifested itself in their daliy lives, Afro-American 
13 
Booker T. Washington, Up From Slavery in Three 
Negro Classics, ed. by John Hope franklin (New York: 
Avon Books, 1970), pp. Ô8-&9. Since southern land- 
owners usually demanded that rental fees be paid in 
cotton the black sharecropper had little choice but 
to produce as much of this crop as he could. See 
Foster, Negro History, p. 357. 
10 
people developed a new form of musical expression through 
which they verbalized their hostilities and grievances. 
The blues, as these songs were called, were the stepchild 
of a rapidly expanding economy. Though music historians 
do not agree on the precise year marking the birth of 
the blues, they do concur in stating that the music 
developed sometime around the turn of the century. W.C. 
Handy, who is credited with writing several of the earliest 
blues, recalls hearing the first verse of his ’’Yellow Dog 
Blues” on a street in Cleveland Mississippi around 1090.^ 
Abbe Niles claims that the blues had become a distinct 
genre of Afro-American music by 1910, while Jelly Roll 
Morgan remembers hearing the blues in the 1000’s during 
1 6 
his childhood days in New Orleans. 
John W. Work's explanation of the origins of the 
blues seems to tie these diversed accounts together. He 
contends that the most important single element in the 
blues — the field holler or cry — dates back to the 
14 
W.C. Handy, Father of the Blues (New York: McMillian 
Company, 1941), p. 13. 
15 
W.C. Handy and Abbe Niles (eds.), A Treasury of the 
Blues, p. 0. 
16 
Marshall Stearns, The Story of Jazz (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1956), p. 105. 
11 
early work songs and spirituals of the Afro-American slaves 
Hence the blues cannot be discussed as having sprung forth 
like a jack in the box at some specific time or place 
in history. Other characteristic features of the blues, 
the falsetto break and the call and response pattern 
between the soloist and the instrument, have their origins 
in the music of ancient Africa. 
Concerning the specific features that the blues and 
the field holler share in common, Work says: 
In these hollers the idiomatic material found in 
the blues is readily seen; the excessive portamento, 
the slow time, the preference for the flattened 
third, the melancholy type of tune . . . many. . . 
could serve as lines of the blues.IS 
Not only do the blues, the worksongs and spirituals 
share the field holler in common they also share certain 
thematic and tonal features as well. The blues may be 
studied, then, in terms of its inherited features or 
as an aggregation of the dominant characteristics of the 
parent forms. From the spirituals the blues borrows its 
haunting, grief-stricken quality, its lingering weariness 
17 
Ibid.. pp. £-9. 
18 
Quoted by Harry Oster in Living Country Blues 
(Detroit: Folklore Associates, Inc., 1969), p. 12. 
17 
12 
and mournful despondency. There is actually much 
similarity between the intense suffering reflected in: 
I been buked and I been scorned 
I been buked and I been scorned -,Q 
Chillun, I'se had a hard time, sho's you born. y 
and in: 
Times is so tough can’t even get a dime 
Times is so tough can’t even get a dime 2n 
Times don't get better, I'm going to lose my mind. 
Feeling just like a "motherless child" and wondering 
"what did I do to be so black and blue" are but different 
symptoms of the same mood: both carry the stigmata of 
intense oppression. 
In blues lyrics one finds an expression of virtually 
21 every emotion except solid satisfaction with life. 
Everything from bad luck to unkind bosses to ju-ju to 
devil magic is seen as the source of the singer's un¬ 
happiness. One lady goes to a gypsy for help only to 
discover that "bad luck" has left an indelible mark on 
her soul: 
Went to de gypsy to have my fortune tol' 
Went to de gypsy to have my fortune tol' 
19 
Sterling Brown et. al., (eds.), The Negro Caravan 
(New York: Arno Press, 1970), p. 436. 
20 
Samuel Charters, The Poetry of the Blues (New York: 
Avon Books, 1971), p. 26. 
21 
Handy and Niles, Treasury, p. 10. 
13 
Gypsy toi' me doggone you, girlie, doggone 
yo' bad luck soul. 22 
Another singer sees his general state of lucklessness as 
an inherited trait: 
Bad luck in de family, sho' God fell on me 
Bad luck in de family, sho' God fell on me. 23 
Still another becomes so abject that he contemplates 
suicide: 
Gwine to de river, take a rope and rock 
Gwine to de river, take a rope and a rock 
Gwine to tie rope roun' my neck, 
and jump right over de dock. 24 
But this despondency sometimes reverses itself, becoming 
hope and self-affirmation, tragically laughing at the 
saddness of it all. 
I got the blues but too damn mean to cry 
I got the blues but too damn mean to cry 
You don’t know my mind 
When you see me laughin' I’m laughing to keep from 
crying. 25 
This exuberant note of emotional defiance differentiates 
22 
Handy and Niles, Treasury, p. 11. 
23 
Handy and Niles, Treasury, p. 11. 
24 
Handy and Niles, Treasury, p. 10. 
25 
Howard Odum and Guy B. Johnson, Negro Workaday Songs 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Bress, 1926), p.7• 
14 
the melancholy strain of the blues from that of the spirituals. 
In the former release from sorrow is obtained by escaping 
to another land, be it heaven, the north or Africa. In 
the latter, however, a renewed belief in life's abundance 
announces the triumph of hope over despair, of life over 
death. 
Gwine lay my head right on de railroad track 
Gwine lay my head right on de railroad track 26 
If de train come long, I'm gwine to snatch it back. 
The blues is victory evolving out of defeat: it is the 
will to survive expressed in the collective consciousness 
of the people. 
The blues have a number of themes in common with the 
work song, the most obvious being the exploitation of 
black labor. Folk blues singer Huddie Leadbelly has 
sung about the Brazos River in Texas where both men and 
women were often worked until they collapsed or died: 
You oughta been on de Brazos in 1910 
You oughta been on de Brazos in 1910 
Dey was workin de women like dey drove de men 
You oughta been here in 19 and ten 
You oughta been here in 19 and ten 
The mens was fallin — a regular haulin in 
26 
Handy and Niles, Treasury, p. 10 
15 
The sun was shinin, the mens was flyin 
The cap was holl'en, we wuz almos dyin. 
The lyrics of this blues are similar to those of the 
Grade Song, a type of work song that deals specifically 
with the relationship between the black worker and his 
boss. In both, the boss’s insensitivity to the worker’s 
suffering, his complete lack of concern for the laborer's 
welfare is emphasized: 
Well I tole my captain my feet was cold 
"Po water on de fire let de wheeler's roll’’ 
Told my captain my hands was cold, 
’’God damn yo' hands, let the wheelers roll" 
Well cap, cap, how can it be 2g 
Whistle keep a-blowing, you keep a workin’ me. 
Under all circumstances the captain insists that the work 
must go on. 
Many of the blues are concerned with sickness and 
death. Dust pneumonia and tuberculosis, the topics of 
several blues, are associated directly with the unsani- 
29 tary working conditions of mine shafts and granite factories. 
Other blues have sprung up in response to such disasters 
27 
John and Alan Lomax, Negro Folk Songs as Sung by 
Leadbelly (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 1936), pp. 252-53* 
28 
Howard Odum and Guy B. Johnson, The Negro and His Song 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1925}> pp* 54-55 
29 
Jerry Silverman, Folk Blues (New York: MacMillian Co., 
1958), pp. 94-100. 
16 
as boll-weevil plagues, floods, tornadoes and fires. 
"Backwater Blues," for example, is based on the Mississippi 
flood of 1927. The hardships resulting from World War I, 
the depression and World War II are also among the historical 
30 conditions described in the blues. 
There are several "Jim Crow Blues." The one below 
deals specifically with discrimination in employment: 
I was in an employment office 
Got a number and fell in line 
They called every number 
But they didn’t call mine. 
Me and a white man workin side by side 
This is what it meant 
He was getting a dollar an hour 
I was only getting fifty cents.31 
In other blues we find references to the black man's 
inability to receive a fair trial. One singer complains 
that he was arrested without a trial at all: 
I'm a hard working pris'ner, sent here 
Without a trial 
Now my heart is achin to stay here this 
great long while.32 
Exorbitant fines are charged for trivial offenses. The 
30 
Sterling Brown et. al., Negro Caravan, p. 31. 
31 
Silverman, Folk Blues, p. 145. 
32 
Lomax, Songs of Leadbelly, p. 155. 
17 
destitute black worker is forced to serve time on a 
chain gang. 
If a nigger get 'rested 
And can't pay his fine 
They show send him out 
To the county gang line. ^ 
"Joe Turner Blues," which is frequently referred to 
as the grandfather of all blues, is concerned with that 
dreaded day when Joe Turner, "the long chain man" comes 
to town to arrest black men on "trumped up" charges and 
send them to the Federal pen where they often worked 
until their death. Joe Turner, whose job it was to transport 
the so-called "criminals" from Memphis to the federal 
penitentiary in Nashville, was the brother of Pete Turner, 
the governor of Tennessee during the 1890's. Although there 
are many versions of the song, it is the terror of Joe 
Turner's name that is witnessed in the best known: 
Dey tell me Joe Turner's come and gone 
0 Lawdy! 
Tell me Joe Turner's come and gone 
0 Lawdy! 
Got my man — an — gone 
Come wid fo'ty links of chain — 0 Lawdy 
Come wid fo'ty links of chain — 0 Lawdy 
Got my man and gone 
O / 
Come like he never come before — 0 Lawdy^ 
33 
Odum and Johnson, Negro and Songs, p. 225. 
34 
Handy and Niles, Treasury, p. 244. 
18 
Of course the pain of unrequited love and the separation 
of man and woman are also recurrent themes in the blues. 
In the city or urban blues, this theme appears 
more frequently than it does in the folk blues. This is 
due in all probability to the marketability of blues 
dealing with love. 
The blues, then, partakes of a rich heritage in 
secular and religious folk music. Those who would 
perpetuate its traditions were shunned both by "sanctified" 
and middle-class Negroes. The former finds the worldly 
themes in the blues and its frankness about sex distasteful 
to his moral sensibilities, while the latter denies them 
because they tell of oppression and suffering — two 
35 
aspects of his history he would prefer to overlook. 
On the other hand, those Afro-Americans for whom the 
prospect of class mobility was only another deferred 
American dream, were likely candidates for the blues. 
Both Ma Rainey and Bessie Smith knew first hand the 
experience of long hours in the sweltering cotton fields of 
the South; Leadbelly and Bukka White both shared the agony 
35 
For a sociological study of early opposition to 
the blues in the black community see Alan Lomax, ’’Sinful 
Songs of the Southern Negro,” Southern Workman Review, 
XIX (1934), pp. 105 - 131. 
19 
of prison; Louis Armstrong knew first hand what life 
in a reformatory school was like, and the Mississippi 
Q A 
levee was no stranger to W.C. Handy. 
During the early part of this century these lowly 
stations — the barrooms, prison farms, cotton fields, 
street corners and coal mines of southland America — 
served as breeding grounds for the blues. For in their 
original form the blues songs of Afro-American people were 
not the fabricated products of a recording session. They 
were, instead, an expression of the profound suffering 
that characterized black life during an era of economic 
"growth" for America. 
36 
Biographical information on blues singers found in 
Leonard Feather, The Encyclopedia of Jazz (New York: 
Horizon Press, 1955)• 
CHAPTER TWO: LANGSTON HUGHES AND THE JAZZ AGE 
20 
Hundreds of Negroes became recording artists 
overnight. Negro bands couldn't supply the 
demand for this new variety of music. 
Some companies sent their recording apparatus 
to the backwoods of the south and the wilds 
of the west to record unsophistocated negro 
talent . . .37 
******************************* 
The 1920's is universally recognized as the "Jazz 
Age." The outbreak of World War I (1914) and the in¬ 
vention and mass distribution of records and phonographs 
(1906-1925) were all instrumental in changing jazz and 
blues from a provincial music of the black rural south 
into an internationally acclaimed art form. It was World 
War I, for example, that brought thousands of southern 
Negroes northward and cityward to fill the labor needs of 
a booming wartime industry. It was also World War I that 
brought Jim Reese Europe and his 369th Infantry Band to 
France where they performed to the astonishment and awe 
3 8 
of a receptive French audience. Concurrent with the 
widespread popularization of jazz was the proliferation 
37 
W.C. Handy, Father of the Blues, pp. 210-21. 
33 
Roi Ottles, The Negro in New York: An Informal 
Social History (New York: Oceana Publications, 1967), 
p~. 206. 
21 
of blues recordings and hence the discovery by the owners 
of the record industry of a new market for commercial 
development. Mamie Smith ushered in the "blues boom" of 
the twenties when her recording of "The Crazy Blues" 
sold over 7,500 copies within a week after its release in 
1920.39 
As black people continued to migrate northward and 
cityward during the war, Harlem became a center of cul¬ 
tural activity and the meeting ground for jazz and blues 
musicians from all over the country. Located within the 
heart of one of the greatest cities in the world, Black 
Harlem attracted tourists and thrill seekers from around 
the globe and gained international recognition as the jazz 
capital of the world. When Langston Hughes arrived there 
in 1921 the jazz age was well underway. Sissle and Blake's 
musical "Shuffle Along" had opened on Broadway with an 
all-black cast. Langston Hughes was there on opening night 
when a talented array of black performers made their 
historical debut in show business.^3 
39 
Leroi Jones, Blues People (New York: William 
Morrow and Co., 19o3), pp. 99-ÏÜO. 
40 
Langston Hughes, The Big Sea (New York: Hill and 
Wang, 1963), p. 223. 
22 
Hughes' participation in the cultural revolution of the 
twenties was both national and international in scope. As 
a sailor aboard a Europe bound freighter he traveled to 
Paris where he heard the blues in the Rue Pigalle. While 
waiting tables at the "Grand Due," one of the many 
Parisian clubs featuring "le jazz hot," Hughes grooved 
to the music of Florence Embry, Buddy Gilmore and Harlem's 
own, Bricktop Ada Smith.^ Upon his return to the states, 
Hughes stopped in New York City where he heard blues singer 
i o 
Alberta Hunter. The New York visit was followed by a 
two-year stay in Washington D.C. While there Hughes was 
captured spellbound by the music of the "Seventh Street 
Negroes." The poet's life in the blues continued when 
he enrolled as a student at Lincoln University in Oxford 
Pennsylvania. Leaving campus on the week-ends, he often 
headed straight for New York City where he patronized 
many of the top night spots in Harlem.^ 
During his visits to Harlem Hughes witnessed the 
performances of some of the legendary music makers of 
41 
Ibid., p. 179. 
42 
Ibid., p. 202. 
43 
Ibid., p. 279. 
23 
theljazz age. He remembers hearing Gladys Bentley pounding 
the keyboard to the tune of "St. James Infirmary" at a 
Harlem night spot.^ He was entertained by Bessie Smith 
at one of Carl Van Vechten's "at Home" affairs,^ and by 
pianist Fats Waller at a house rent party. He heard 
Louis Armstrong at the Roseland Ballroom and Duke Ellington 
at the Cotton Club.^ 
But beneath his attraction to the ’glamorous night 
life of Harlem, and his fondness for jazz and blues, 
was an uncompromising commitment to those from whom the 
music was derived, the "ordinary" Negro workers of the 
urban north. "Since my high school days I had been 
writing poems about workers and the problems of workers," 
Hughes comments in his autobiography, "in reality they 
in 
were poems about myself and my own problems."^"' As a 
teenager one of his happiest work experiences was a job 
as an attendant at a refreshment parlor located on 
A4 
Ibid., pp. 224-25. 
45 
Ibid., p. 251. 
46 
Ibid., p. 224» 
47 
Ibid., p. 272. 
24 
Central Avenue in Cleveland. The parlor's clientele was 
composed mainly of new arrivals to Cleveland from the 
south. As the newcomers talked of their woes and joys they 
left an indelible mark on the memory of an impressionable 
young Hughes. He ". . . never tired of hearing them 
talk, listening to the thunderclaps of their laughter, 
to their troubles, to their discussions of the war, and 
the men who had gone to Europe from the Jim Crow South, 
their complaints over the high rent and the long overtime 
hours that brought what seemed like big checks, until 
the week's bills were paid." They seemed to him "like 
the gayest and bravest people possible — these Negroes 
from the Southern ghetto — facing tremendous odds, working 
AS 
and laughing and trying to get somewhere in the world." 
Hughes' participation in black life and culture 
continued in Chicago during his summer vacations from 
high school. "South State Street was in its glory then," 
he reminisces, "a teeming Negro street with crowded 
theaters, restaurants, and cabarets. And excitement from 
4$ 
Ibid., pp. 54-55. 
49 
Ibid.. p. 33. 
25 
noon to noon. Midnight was like day. The street was full 
of workers and gamblers, prostitutes and pimps, church 
folks and sinners. 
Years later, while working at a wet wash laundry in 
Washington D.C., Hughes developed an affection for 
another group of "ordinary" Negroes. To the aspiring 
poet, the down to earth black folks of Seventh Avenue 
were a sweet relief from the pretentious snobs of 
Washington*s black bourgeoisie. Hughes remembers these 
years in The Big Sea: 
Seventh Street is the long, old dirty street, 
where the ordinary Negroes hang out, folks 
with practically no family tree at all, 
folks who draw no color line between mulattoes 
and deep dark-browns, folks who work.'hard for 
a living with their hands. On Seventh Street 
in 1924, they played the blues, ate watermelon, 
barbeque, and fish sandwiches, shot pool, told 
tall tales, looked at the dome of the Capital 
and laughed out loud. 50 
He listened to the blues songs of these strong determined 
black folk,ever mindful that their music was really 
a desperate antidote for their hardships: 
I tried to write poems like the songs they 
sang on Seventh Street — gay songs, because 
you had to be gay or die; sad songs, because 
you couldn't help being sad sometimes. But 
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gay or sad, you kept on living and kept on 
going. Their songs — those of Seventh Street — 
had the pulse beat of a people who keep on going. 
The poetry that appears in Hughes’ first two collections, 
The Weary Blues (1926) and Fine Clothes To The Jew (1927) 
was inspired by the ordinary Negroes of the urban ghetto. 
The jazz makers among these black folk shared the over¬ 
whelming task of translating workaday sorrows and joys 
into song. In more than fifty-six jazz and blues inspired 
poems Hughes captures the essence of the black urban 
experience during the twenties and recreates the jazz age 
for posterity. The music related poems in these two collec¬ 
tions can be divided into three rather overlapping cate¬ 
gories: poems about the jazz makers, poems about the 
Harlem night life experience and poems that are structured 
like the lyrics of the blues. 
The title poem of The Weary Blues is perhaps one 
of the most successful poems in the first category. In 
his autobiography Hughes explains that this poem ”. . . is 
about a working man who sang the blues all night and then 
52 went to bed and slept like a rock." Hughes conveys the 
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weariness of this exhausted worker as he drowns his sorrow 
in song. The piano, the rickety stool and the dimly lit 
cabaret combine to form a highly graphic portrait of a 
blues performance in Harlem during the twenties. The 
exact locale is Harlem's Lenox .Avenue, the poem tells us. 
With its first person narration, "The Weary Blues" exudes 
a sense of actuality and nowness: 
Droning a drowsy syncopated tune, 
Rocking back and forth to a mellow croon, 
I heard a Negro play. 
Down on Lenox Avenue the other night 
By the pale dull pallor of an old gas light 
He did a lazy sway . . . 
He did a lazy sway ... 
To the tune o' those Weary Blues. ^ 
Alliteration and dissonance are used to recreate the 
cadance and syncopation of blues singing. Through 
sense imagery the poet captures the blues performance 
as objective reality. Frequent references to movement 
("rocking back and forth") and color ("ebony hands, 
ivory keys"), for example, stimulate visual images in 
the reader. Other images appeal to the sense of sound 
("thumb, thumb, thumb") while still others evoke both 
auditive and visual responses ("swaying to and'fro on his 
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rickety stool"): 
With his ebony hands on each ivory key 
He made that poor piano moan with melody. 
0 Blues! 
Swaying to and fro on his rickety stool 
He played that sad raggy tune like a musical fool. 
Sweet Blues! 
Coming from a black man's soul. 
0 Blues! 54 
The lyrics of the musician's tune are placed amid these 
images and image clusters: 
In a deep song voice with a melancholy tone 
I heard that Negro sing, that old piano moan — 
"Ain't got nobody in all this world, 
Ain't got nobody but ma self. 
I'se gwine to quit ma frownin' 
And put ma troubles on the shelf." 
Thump, thump, thump went his foot on the floor. 
He played a few chords then he sang some more — 
"I got the Weary Blues 
And I can't be satisfied. 
Got the Weary Blues 
And can't be satisfied — 
1 ain't happy no mo' cc 
And I wish that I had died."55 
The final verse draws this descriptive account to a close 
and adds a narrative tinge to the poem: 
And far into the night he crooned that tune. 
The stars went out and so did the moon. 
The singer stopped playing and went to bed 
While the Weary Blues echoed through his head. 
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Similar in theme and form to "The Weary Blues" is a 
poem entitled "Blues Fantasy." This poem is also about 
a blues singer but focuses more attention of the lyrics 
of her tune. The blues tune in this poem presents the 
woman’s point of view: 
Hey! Hey! 
That’s what 
The blues singer say 
Singing minor melodies 
They laugh 
Hey! Hey! 
My man done left me 
Hey! Hey!57 
Audience participation is implied by the interjection, 
"Sing 'em sister": 
Weary, weary, trouble pain 
Sun's gonna shine 
Somewhere again 
I got a railroad ticket 
Pack my trunk and ride 
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Although the blues are usually about unrequited love 
or about the hardships and turmoils of black life, they make 
the ghetto listener laugh because they reassure him of the 
commonalty of his problems. Similarly, jazz, with its 
driving rhythms and its kidding serious-comic spirit, 
seems to purge the soul of sorrow. Nevertheless, a tem¬ 
porary respite from suffering is not a denial of its 
existence. In a poem entitled "Cabaret" the reader is 
poignantly reminded that the jazz musician, like his 
fellows in the black working community, leads a life that 
is often fraught with grief: 
Does a jazz band ever sob? 
They say a jazz band in gay 
let as the vulgar dancers swirl 
And the wan night wore away 
One said she heard a jazz band sob 
VThen the little dawn was grey. 59 
"Midnight Nan at Leroy's" and "Young Singer" also focus 
in on the jazz makers of Harlem. The former poem is 
more folksy in language than the latter. Nan, the 
shameless gal who has wiggled her way into the bright 
lights of Leroy's Cafe, is described in a venacular 
that is compatible with her socio-cultural milieu. The 
idioms of black urban speech are used through-out the poem, 
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giving it an earthy matter-of-fact quality: 
Strut and wiggle, 
Shameless gal. 
Won’t no good fellow 
Be your pal. 
HERE DAT MUSIC 
JUNGLE NIGHT 
HERE DAT MUSIC 
AND THE MOON WAS BRIGHT 
Sing your blues song, 
Pretty baby 
You want loving 
And you don't mean maybe. 
JUNGLE LOVE 
NIGHT BLACK JOY 
TWO AGAINST THE MOON 
AND THE MOON WAS JOY 
Strut and wiggle 
Shameless Nan 
Won't no good fellow 
Be your man.60 
The capitalized phrases indicate a change in mood and 
subject matter. Interwoven between the phrases;:that dis¬ 
cuss the singer, these interjections describe the atmosphere 
in which she performs. Allusions to the jungle and re¬ 
ferences to the moon add an exotic atavistic quality to 
Hughes' characterization of the singer. 
While "Midnight Nan" is narrated from the point of 
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view of the "folk" persona, "Young Singer" is written 
in the language of the polished poet. Hughes uses 
French expressions in describing the singer and draws 
stock phrases from the traditional store house of 
poetic expressions. 
One who sings "chansons vulgaires" 
In a Harlem cellar 
Where the jazz-band plays 
From dark to dawn 
Would not understand 
Should you tell her 
That she is like a nymph 
For some wild fawn. 61 
"Jazzonia" is the most outstanding of the poems in the 
second category, the Harlem night life experience. In one 
fleeting image, profound in its simplicity, Hughes captures 
the ecstasy and excitment of Harlem jazz. The alliterated 
"s" sound in the first and last verses adds a melodic lift 
to the poem. Hughes ingenious arrangement of repeated 
words and phrases forms a succinct and powerful proclama¬ 
tion of the artistic singularity of black music: 
Oh silver tree! 
Oh, shining rivers of the soul! 
In a Harlem cabaret 
Six long-headed jazzers play. 
A dancing girl whose eyes are bold 
Lifts high a dress of silken gold. 
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Oh, singing tree 
Oh, shining rivers of the soul! 
Were Eve's eyes 
In the first garden 
Just a bit too bold? 
Was Cleopatra gorgeous 
In a gown of gold? 
Oh, shining tree! 
Oh, silver rivers of the soul! 
In a whirling cabaret 
Six long-headed jazzers play. 
In "Jazzonia" Hughes attempts to recreate the Harlem 
night life experience through an imagistic description 
of a jazz-toned cabaret. The interwoven color images 
enable the reader to visualize the brilliant gold of the 
dancer's dress and the shining silver of the trumpeter's 
horn. In "The Cat and the Saxaphone," however, Hughes 
relies on auditive images. By blending dramatic dialogue 
with swinging blues lyrics Hughes allows the reader to 
hear what a Harlem night club during the twenties might 
have sounded like: 
EVERYBODY 
Half pint, - 
Gin? 
No, make it 
LOVES MY BABY 
Corn. 
You like liquor? 
BUT MY BABY 
Sure. 
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Kiss me, 






WANTS MY BABY 
I'm yours 
BUT MY BABY 
Ain't I sweetie? 










Something of the abandon and vulgarity of the jazz 
age is reflected in "Negro Dancers" and "Harlem Night Club." 
These poems, like the preceeding ones, focus much atten¬ 
tion on the jazz dancers of Harlem. During the 1920's a 
new mode of popular dance developed that was attuned to 
the rhythms and tempo of jazz. The Charleston and the 
Lindy Hop were among the dances that emerged from the 
new black music of the twenties. Modern minded whites 
eager to learn these dances could only do so by frequent¬ 
ing clubs in black Harlem. The night spots patronized 
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by the best Negrc dancers attracted downtown whites, as 
/: i 
well. 4 In "Harlem Night Club" the interplay between 
the black and white clientele of a Harlem cabaret is 
emphasized: 
Sleek black boys in a cabaret. 
Jazz-band, jazz-band, - 
Play, plAY, PLAY! 
Tomorrow . . . who knows? 
Dance today! 
Despite all the gaiety and laughter and the obvious 
references to interracial sex play there is an under¬ 
lying skepticism that makes this gathering unsure of what 
the future will bring: 
White girls' eyes 
Call gay black boys. 
Black boys' lips 
Grin jungle joys. 
Dark brown girls 
In white men's arms 
Jazz band, jazz band - 
Sing eve's charms. 
White ones, brown ones, 
W'hat do you know 
About tomorrow 
Where all paths go? 
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Jazz band, jazz band, — 
Play, piAY, PLAY! 
Tomorrow is darkness 
Joy today! 66 
In "Negro Dancers" a black couple delights in their 
creative variations of the Charleston. Once again, 
laughing white on-lookers are present: 
"Me and my baby's got 
Two mo * ways 
Two mo' ways 
To do de Charleston 
Da, Da, Da! 
Two mo ways to do de Charleston" 
Soft lights on a table 
Music gay 
Brwon-skinned steppers in a Cabaret 
White folks laugh! 
White folks pray! 
"Me and my baby’s got 
Two mo' ways 
Two mo’ ways 
To do de Charleston" 
Several of the poems in Hughes' second collection 
Fine Clothes to the Jew, take their format from the lyrics 
of the blues. In a prefatory note Hughes explains: 
The first eight and the last nine poems in this 
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book are written after the manner of the Negro 
folk-song known as BLUES. The BLUES, unlike the 
spirituals, have a strick poetic pattern; one 
long line repeated and a third line to rhyme 
with the first two. Sometimes the second line 
in repetition is slightly changed and sometimes, 
but very seldom, it is omitted. The mood of the 
Blues is almost always despondency, but when they 
are sung people laugh. 6S 
Hughes composed most of the poems in this collection 
during a visit with relatives in Washington D.C., a 
period he remembers as an unhappy one. The manner in 
which these poems were created is noteworthy. Hughes 
composed the lyrics "in his head" and then tried to 
set them to music by singing them aloud. Hence the 
blues poems were not put on paper until after they had 
been transformed into song.^ 
Hughes drew the ideas expressed in his blues 
poems from the popular blues venacular of the day. The 
1920’s saw the emergence of the "urban" style of blues 
singing with a standarized form and predictable twelve 
bar structure that distinguished it from the rural forms. 
The need for standardization in blues singing developed 
because of the limited space of time in which the singer 
could perform during a recording session. Martin T. 
Williams examines the effect of recording limits on 
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blues form: "At their own right tempo each of these sing¬ 
ers could get in about four blues stanzas on a ten-inch 
recording. Many singers . . . responded to the limita¬ 
tion of time on record by simply stringing together four 
stanzas (more or less) on the same subject; others . . . 
70 attempted some kind of narrative continuity.” 
"Hard Luek" is among the few blues poems in Fine 
Clothes to the Jew that is narrative in development. Ac¬ 
cording to the poem’s story line, hard luck has overtaken 
the blues singer persona, so he gathers his best clothes 
and sells them to a Jew for a dollar and a half. He then 
spends this money on a bottle of gin so that he can get 
drunk enough to forget his problems. The third verse 
offers general commentary on the hopelessness of the sing¬ 
er-persona’s life and circumstance: 
When hard luck over takes you 
Nothing for you to do 
Gather up your fine clothes 
And take them to a Jew 
Jew take your fine clothes 
Give you a dollar and a half, 
Go to the bootleger ' 
Get some gin to make you laugh 
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If I was a mule 
I’d get me a wagon to haul 
I’m so low down 7., 
I ain't even got no stall.' 
Some of the blues poems in Fine Clothes to the Jew 
combine both of the recording techniques discussed by- 
Williams. In "Gypsy Man," for example, the story line 
is developed in the middle two verses while the first 
and the last verses offer general commentary on the sub¬ 
ject matter under discussion, i.e., the abusive treatment 
a woman receives from her man: 
Ma man’s a gypsy 
Cause he never does come home 
I’m gonna be a gypsy woman 
Fer I can’t stay here alone. 
Once I was in Memphis 
I mean Tennessee. 
But I had to leave cause 
Nobody there was good to me 
I met a yellow papa, 
He took ma last thin dime 
I give it to him cause I loved him 
But I’ll have mo’ sense next time. 
Love, Oh, Love is 
Such a strange disease 
Love, Oh, love is 
Such a strange disease 
When it hurts yo’ heart you 
Sho can’t find no ease. 72 
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Unlike the rural or folk blues, which deal with a 
wide variety of social and economic issues, the urban 
blues tend to concentrate on the pains and hardships of 
unrequited love. Most of the urban blues of the 1920's 
were sung by female vocalists. After analysing a listing 
of blues tunes recorded between 1916-1926 Odum and Johnson 
concluded that ". . . upwards of seventy-five percent of 
the songs are written from the woman's point of view. 
Among the blues singers who have gained a more or less 
national recognition there is scarcely a man's name to 
be found." Odum and Johnson also noticed that the blues 
recorded during this period deal almost exclusively with 
73 man-woman relationships. 
Hughes' blues poems show him to be a man of his 
times. Ten of the seventeen blues poems that appear in 
Fine Clothes to the Jew were written from the female 
point of view and at lèast thirteen deal with male- 
female relationships. The female persona of "Suicide," 
for example, threatens to commit suicide over a nomadic 
lover: 
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My sweet good man done packed his trunk and left 
Nobody to love me 
I'm gonna kill myself 
I'm gonna buy me a blade 
With a knife that's ten feet long 
Shall I carve myself 
Or that man that's done me wrong. 
'lieve I'll jump in de river 
Eighty nine feet deep 
Cause de river's quiet 7, 
And a po' po' gal can sleep. 
In "Hard Daddy" an embittered female dreams of in¬ 
flicting much pain on her unsympathetic lover: 
I went to my daddy 
Say daddy I got the blues 
My daddy says honey 
Can't you bring no better news. 
I cried on his shoulder 
But he turned his back on me 
He said a woman 
Crying never did bother me 
I wish I had wings to 
Fly like de eagle flies. 
Wish I had wings to 
Fly like de eagle flies. 
I'd fly on my man an' 
I'd scratch out both his eyes.5 
The abused female in"Lament Over Love" hopes her 
child will never love a man: 
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I hope ma chile'll 
Never love a man 
I say I hope ma chile'll 
Never love a man 
Cause love can hurt you7/- 
Mo'n anything else can. 
While the experienced older woman of "Listen Here Blues" 
warns a young girl of the vices of men: 
Sweet girls, sweet girls 
Listen here to me 
All you sweet girls 
Listen here to me 
Gin and whiskey 
Can make yo' lose your ginity. 
I used to be a good gal 
Always in Sunday school 
Till these liquor headed 
Rounders make me77 
Everybody's fool'' 
The recurrence of blues in which traveling is a major 
theme points to the transient nature of black life during 
and after the war. Both urban and rural singers seem to 
be fascinated by trains. In Hughes’ "Homesick Blues," 
the mournful sound of a moving train creates a sense 
of nostalgia in the singer-persona. His desire is to return 
"home" to the South: 
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De railroad bridge’s a sad song in de air 
Ever time the train pass 
I wanna go somewhere 
I went to de station 
My heart was in my mouth 
Looking for a box car 
To roll me to de south 
Homesick blues, Lawd 
A terrible thing to have 
To keep from crying 
I open my mouth and laugh. 
On the other hand the traveler in "Bound North Blues" 
is headed north after a repressively dull life in Mississippi 
towns. For him the road is a means of escape: 
Goin down de road, Lawd 
Goin down de road 
Down down de road Lawd, 
Way way down de road 
Got to find somebody 
To help me carry dis load 
Road’s in front o' me 
Nothin to do but walk 
I'd like to meet a good friend 
To come along an talk 
Hates to be lonely, 
Lawd, I hates to be sad 
But ever friend you finds seems 
Like they try to do you bad. 
Road, road, road, 0! 
Road, road . . . road. . . road, road! 
Road, road,road, 0! 
On de No’them road. 
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These Mississippi towns ain't 
Fit for a hoppin' toad. 79 
Hughes' participation in the life and culture of 
black Harlem was circumscribed by the social nature of his 
week-end visits there. Hence it comes as no surprise 
that Hughes' jazz and blues poems provide little insight 
into the economic hardships confronting the black 
working community - during the twenties. The poems do 
suggest, however, that despite all the glitter and tinsel 
of the jazz age, black Harlemites realized that the urban 
north was not the promised land they had hoped it would 
be. In "Po Boy's Blues," for example, even the Jim 
Crow south is regarded as a haven when compared with 
the cold north: 
When I was home de 
Sunshine seemed like gold 
When I was home de 
Sunshine seemed like gold. 
Since I come up North de 
Whole damn world's turned cold. 
I was a good boy, 
Never done no wrong, 
Yes I was a good boy 
Never done no wrong 
But this world is weary 
An' de road is hard and long. 
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The young girl of "Young Gal's Blues" chooses death over 
the poor house: 
I'm gonna walk to de graveyard 
Hine Miss Cora Lee 
Cause when I'm dead 
Somebody'll have to walk hine me 
I'm going to de po house 
To see my old Aunt Sue 
Cause when I'm 
Old and ugly 
I'll want to see somebody too 
De po house is lonely 
And de graveyard is cold 
But I'd rather be dead 
Than ugly and old. Si 
While the singer-persona of "Hard Luck Blues" must pawn 
his clothes in order to survive: 
When hard luck overtakes you 
Nothing for you to do 
Gather up your fine clothes 
And take em to a Jew. £2 
The historical significance of Hughes' early jazz and 
blues poems resides in their consummate reflection of 
the spirit and tempo of the jazz age, one of the most 
exciting epochs in American history. These poems also 
capture the sense of hope and anticipation that characterized 
black life during an era of mass migration. As thousands 
of Afro-American people shedded the chains of peonage and 
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moved into the northern industrial labor force they carried 
with them the same unquenchable thirst for freedom that 
defined the existence of their forebears. The jazz 
makers of Harlem transformed this thirst for freedom into 
music; Langston Hughes transformed it into meaningful 
artistic generalizations. 
CHAPTER THREE: LANGSTON HUGHES AND THE GREAT DEPRESSION 
47 
We Negroes of America are tired of a world 
divided superficially on the basis of blood and 
color, but in reality on the basis of poverty 
and power — the rich over the poor, no matter 
what their color ... We are tired of a 
world where forever we work for someone else 
and the profits are not ours. £3 
***************************** 
When Alfred Knopf and Company published Fine Clothes 
to the Jew in 1927, Langston Hughes became one of the most 
innovative voices in American poetry and the first poet 
in the world to transform the idioms of blues and jazz 
into poetic verse. Hughes would not return to this par¬ 
ticular style of poetry writing, however, until some fif¬ 
teen years later with the publication of Shakespere in 
Harlem in 1942. During the interim years the American 
people suffered during the great depression. Langston 
Hughes — like many of his colleagues — began an in¬ 
tellectual search for a political system that was more 
just and humane than American capitalism. In 1930 he 
joined and was elected president of the League for the 
Struggle of Negro Righrs, a cadre organization of the 
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body of writers and artists and founded the Congress of 
American Revolutionary Writers, an organization dedicated 
to the fight against colonialism, "... against white 
chauvinism and the persecution of minority groups . . . 
and against the imprisonment of revolutionary writers and 
artists, as well as other class-war prisoners throughout 
the world. 
The poems that Hughes wrote during this period urge 
Black and White workers to come together and free them¬ 
selves from the bonds of capitalist exploitation. Since 
they are addressed to a multinational audience they lack 
the ethnocentric qualities that characterized the poet's 
earlier efforts. Hughes' brief abandonment of blues 
poetry was actually a part of his general inclination to 
universalize the language of his poems so that they 
might better serve as a vehicle for political ideas and 
. 86 propaganda. 
From the earliest stages of his career as a poet 
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Hughes identified himself with the black working masses. 
The pro-working class anti-bourgeoisie outlook that was 
typical of Hughes was not an exclusive by-product 
of his association with Marxism during the thirites. 
That association did, however, bring about a radical 
change in Hughes’ view of the role of the black artist 
vis-a-vis the black working community. A comparative 
study of two essays on this topic — one written during 
the 1920’s, the other during the 1930’s — would help to 
clarify that change. 
In "The Negro Artist and the Racial Mountain," pub¬ 
lished in 1926, Hughes suggests that creative individualism 
should be the guiding aesthetic value for the black artist. 
Speaking in behalf of his contemporaries of the Harlem 
Renaissance, Hughes proclaims: 
We younger Negro artists who create now intend to 
express our individual dark-skinned selves without 
fear or shame. If white people are pleased we 
are glad. If they are not, it doesn’t matter. We 
know that we are beautiful. And ugly too. The tom¬ 
tom cries and the tom-tom laughs. If colored people 
are pleased we are glad. If they are not, their 
displeasure doesn’t matter either. We build our tem¬ 
ples for tomorrow, strong as we know how, and we 
stand on top of the mountain, free within ourselves. 87 
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Compare the apolitical individualistic Negro writer of 
"Negro Mountain” with the politically committed black 
writer who emerges from "To Negro Writers”, an essay pub¬ 
lished in 1935: 
Negro writers can seek to unite black and 
whites in our country, not on the nebulous basis 
of an inter-racial meeting, or the shifting 
sands of religious brotherhood, but on the solid 
ground of the daily working-class struggle to 
wipe out, now and forever, all the old inequalities 
of the past. . . 
Negro writers can expose those white labor 
leaders who keep their unions closed against Negro 
workers and prevent the betterment of all workers. 
We can expose, too, the sick-sweet smile of 
organized religion - which lies about what it 
doesn’t know and about what it DOES know . . . 
Expose, also, the false leadership that besets 
the Negro people — brought and paid leadership, 
owned by capital, afraid to open its mouth except 
in the old conciliatory way so advantageous to the 
exploiters. 
And all the economic roots of race hatred and 
race fear. SS 
This writer must of necessity be concerned about public 
response to his works because he has addressed himself 
to a specific audience (black and white workers) for the 
purpose of political agitation. He has committed his 
creative talents to the advancement of the struggles of 
working class people and in doing so he automatically 
becomes subject to collective appraisal and judgement 
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of those people. They alone can determine the accuracy 
or inaccuracy of his artistic conceptulizations of their 
needs and interests. 
Imbibed with this new concept of the role of the 
black artists in relation to the black working community 
Hughes returned to his blues poetry in Shakespere in 
Harlem. This collection was published at the climax of 
the worst depression this country has known and on the 
brink of one of her bloodiest wars. In a poem entitled 
"Note on Commercial Art", published two years prior to the 
release of this volume, Hughes reclaims his "stolen" blues 
heritage with folk-like clarity and precision: 
You taken my blues and gone — 
You sing ’em in Hollywood Bowl 
And you mixed em up with symphonies 
And you fixed 'em 
So they don’t sound like me. 
Yep, you done taken my blues and gone. 
You also took my spirituals and gone. 
You put me in Macbeth and Carmen Jones 
And all kinds of Swing Mikados 
And in everything but what's about me — 
But someday somebody'll 
Stand up and talk about me, 
And write about me — 
Black and beautiful 
And sing about me, 
And put on plays about me. 
I reckon it'll be 
Me myself! 
Yes, it'll be me. * 
S9 
Langston Hughes, "Note on Commercial Art," Crisis, 
March, 1940, p. 79• 
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Despite its folksy language and deliverance and the 
cultural focus of its subject matter, the basic issue 
raised in this poem is an economic one. What was once 
a casual identity with working class people has become an 
artistic committment to their struggles. The perennial com¬ 
mercial exploitation of black music has left the black 
working community without a cultural mechanism through 
which to voice their grievances. Through his poetry Langston 
Hughes hoped to become that mechanism. More than any 
other statement from any other source, the last verse of 
this poem outlines the direction that Hughes would take 
for the remainder of his writing career. 
Shakespere in Harlem contains fifteen poems that 
are similar in theme and structure to the blues poems 
in Fine Clothes to the Jew. There are, however, a few 
important differences. At least half of the blues poems 
in the later collection focus on the economic determinants 
of the blues while three-fourths of those in the earlier 
volume deal exclusively with male-female relationships. 
In terns of their structural differences the blues poems in 
Shakespere in Harlem are more narrative in development 
than those in Fine Clothes to the Jew. Hence the poet achieves 
a smoother flow of meaning from verse to verse in the 
"Shakespere" poems and a greater sense of organic unity. 
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Compare, for example, a poem from Fine Clothes to the Jew 
and one from Shakespere in Harlem on the hardships a 
woman incurs because of the cheating ways of men. "Lament 
Over Love," the poem from the earlier collection, provides 
a discursive discussion of this topic in a series of 
loosely connected verses. The singer moves wearily from 
a prayer that her child will never love a man to philoso¬ 
phical observations on the meaning of love. She ends with 
a rather abrupt and unexpected threat to commit suicide: 
I hope ma chile'll 
Never love a man 
I say I hope ma chile'll 
Never love a man 
Cause love can hurt you 
Mo'n anything else can 
I'm goin’ down to de river 
An I ain't goin there to swim 
Goin down to de river, 
Ain't goin' there to swim. 
Ma true love's left me, an' 
I'm goin' there to think about him 
Love is like whiskey, 
Love is like red, red wine 
Love is like whiskey, 
0, like sweet red wine. 
If you wants to be happy 
You got to love all de time. 
I'm goin up in a tower 
Tall as a tree is tall 
Say up in a tower 
Tall as a tree is tall 
Gonna think about ma man an' 
Let ma fool self fall. 90 
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On the other hand, in "Midnight Chippie's Lament" from 
Shakespere in Harlem the singer recounts an interesting 
and lively experience that in itself illuminates her piti¬ 
ful plight: 
I looked down 31st Street 
Not a soul but Lonesome Blue. 
Down on 31st Street, 
Nobody but Lonesome Blue. 
I said come here, Lonesome, 
And I will love you too. 
Feelin' so sad, Lawd, 
Feelin' so sad and lone 
So sad, Lawd ! 
So sad and lone! 
I said, please, Mr. Lonesome 
Don't leave me here alone. 
Lonesome said listen! 
Said listen! Hey! 
Lonesome said, listen! 
Woman, listen, Say! 
Buy you two for a quarter 
On State Street any day. 
I said, Mr. Lonesome 
Don't ig me like you do. 
Cripple Mr. Lonesome 
Don’t ig me like you do. 
Lonesome said when a two-bit woman 
Gives love away she's through. 91 
In the concluding verse the singer-persona conveys to 
younger women the lesson she has learned from her ex¬ 
periences: 
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Hughes has learned to use the blues form as a means 
of narrating some of the events or situations that are re¬ 
current in the lives of oppressed Afro-American workers. 
Whereas most of the blues poems in Fine Clothes to the Jew 
deal with the emotional encumbrances of unrequited love 
those in Shakespere in Harlem cover a variety of the pro¬ 
blems confronting black people, be they economic, social 
or emotional in content. 
In "Out of Work Blues," for example, the reader 
follows a jobless black man down the streets of Harlem 
as he relentlessly searches for employment. As a last 
resort he goes to the W.P.A. (Work Progress Administration) 
who tells him he is not eligible for assistance: 
I walked de streets til 
De shoes wore off my feet 
I done walked de streets til 
De shoes wore off my feet. 
Been lookin' for a jab 
So's that I could eat 
I couldn't find no job 
So I went to de WPA 
Couldn't find no job 
So I went to de WPA 
WPA man told me: q. 
You got to live here a year and a day. ^ 
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A work relief program launched in 1935 in order to 
provide aid for the unemployed. See John Blum, Bruce 
Cotton et. al.. The National Experience: A History of the 
United States (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1903), 
P. m-;  
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In the last two verses the hopeless, unemployed singer- 
persona reflects on the utter absurdity of his situation. 
He changes a potentially tragic event into one that is 
superficially humorous and ludicrous: 
A year and a day, Lawd! 
In this great big lonesome town! 
A year and a day in this 
Great big lonesome town! 
I might starve for a year but 
That extra day would bet me down. 
Did you ever try livin' 
On two bits minus two? 
I say did you ever try livin' 
On two bits minus two? 
Why don't you try it, folks, QC 
And see what it would do to you. 5 
In "Evenin' Air Blues" Hughes deals with one of his 
favorite themes, the expectations of the northward mi¬ 
grating Negro. Unlike the persona of "Po' Boy's Blues", 
an earlier poem on this topic, who found the north un¬ 
desirable because of its fast roguish women, the persona 
of "Evenin' Air Blues" finds himself poor and hungry 
soon after his arrival to the north. Here once again 
economic problems are given présidence over emotional 
ones: 
Folks I come up North 
Cause they told me de North was fine 
I come up North 
Cause they told me de North was fine, 
Been up here six months g/- 
I'm about to lose my mind. 
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This mornin' for breakfast 
I chawed de mornin' air. 
This mornin' for breakfast 
I chawed de mornin' air. 
But this evenin for supper, 
I got evenin' air to spare. 
In the third and fourth verses the singer discusses the 
source of his blues, which in this case is the absence 
of food rather than the absence of love: 
Believe I'll do a little dancin' 
Just to drive my blues away — 
A little dancin' 
To drive my blues away 
Cause when I'm dancin' 
De blues forgets to stay. 
But if you was to ask me 
How de blues they come to be 
Says if you was to ask me 
How de blues they come to be — 
You wouldn't need to ask me: 
Just look at me and see! 97 
Published during the aftermath of a period of mass 
unemployment Shakespere in Harlem describes the social 
and economic conditions that continue to foster the blues 
among black working people. No aspect of human life is 
void of financial implications. Often, for example, the 
need for companionship or love is confused with the need 
for money. The female singer-persona of "Down and Out" 
wants her partner to love her enough to furnish her with 
the things she needs: 
96 
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Baby, if you love me 
Help me when I'm down and out 
If you love me, baby, 
Help me when I'm down and out, • 
Cause I'm a po gal 
Nobody gives a damn about. 
De credit man's done took my clothes 
And rent time's most nigh here. 
Credit man's done took my clothes 
Rent time's nearly here. 
I'd like to buy a straightenin' comb 
An' I needs a dime fo' beer. 98 
Similarly, Midnight Chippie, the title character of the 
poem referred to earlier, must search the dark lonely 
street corners every night in an effort to rid herself of 
loneliness. She finds, however, that the love she 
usually sells cannot be given away during these cruel 
povety-ridden times. 
In "Southern Mammy Sings" Hughes alters the format of 
his blues poem. Here the last line is repeated rather 
than the first and the traditional a-a-a rhyme scheme in the 
blues is replaced by a more complicated scheme, a-b-c-b-b. 
By changing the rhyme pattern and shifting the position of 
the repeated line, Hughes creates a syntactic format 
through which he can project the collective outlooks of 
black working people on issues like the war, racism and 
the evil ways of white folks: 
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Miss Gardner's in her garden 
Miss Yardman's in her yard 
Miss Michaelmas is at de mass 
And I'm gettin tired! 
Lawd ! 
I'm gettin' tired! 
The nations they is fightin' 
And the nations they done fit 
Sometimes I think that white folks 
Ain't worth a little bit 
No ma'am! 
Ain't worth a little bit. 
Last week they lynched a colored boy 
They hung him to a tree 
That colored boy ain't said a thing 
But we all should be free 
Yes, ma'am! 
We all should be free. 
Not meanin' to be sassy 
And not meanin to be smart 
But sometimes I think that white folks 
Just ain't got no heart 
No ma'am! qq 
Just ain't got no heart. ^ 
In retrospect, the blues poems in Shakespere in Harlem 
grew out of one of the most politically active periods in 
Hughes' career. They carry the burden of a new social vision 
that developed on a practical level, out of the poet's 
personal participation in the struggles of working people 
and on a theoretical level, out of his broadened awareness 
of some of the inherent contradictions in American 
capitalism. 
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Music critic Ross Russell was among the few jazz 
critics of the era to appreciate the profoundly revolu¬ 
tionary implications of bebop. He labels the ingenious 
young musicians who created this music as "insurgents" 
and goes on to say that "bebop music was a music of re¬ 
volt; revolt against big bands, arrangers, vertical 
harmonies, sop rhythms, non-playing orchestra leaders, 
Tin Pan Alley — against commercial music in general. It 
reasserts the individuality of the jazz musician as a 
creative artist, playing spontaneous and melodic music 
within the framework of jazz but with new tools, sounds 
, ^ ,.102 
and concepts." 
Frank Kofsky, a contemporary critic, has concluded 
that the spirit of revolt and defiance associated with 
the bebop musicians of the forties was in part, an ex¬ 
pression of their refusal to submit to the economic 
exploitation that had plagued their predecessors. He con¬ 
tends, in fact, that all forms of jazz music " . . .have 
served as a vehicle for the expression of outraged pro¬ 
test at the oppression of Afro-Americans as a people and 
the specific exploitation to which the jazz musician 
102 
Ross Russell, "Bebop" in The Art of Jazz, ed. by 
Martin Williams (New York: Oxford University t’ress, 
1959), p. 202. 
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had been subjected." He sees in bebop . .a manifesto 
of rebellious black musicians unwilling to submit to further 
exploitation." ^ 
In an essay entitled "Reflections on the Evolution of 
Post-War Jazz," Leslie Bout also dicusses the revolutionary 
implications of bebop. He argues that the beboppers were 
attempting to develop a music demanding a mastery of jazz 
idioms that only black musicians could achieve. Seeking 
economic hegemony in an art of their own creation, black 
musicians hoped to invent a jazz that white musicians 
couldn’t play^^ 
Although this notion sound narrow and competitive 
when viewed as a motive for creating art it is nonethe¬ 
less historically valid in view of the ongoing commercial 
exploitation to which the black musician has been sub¬ 
jected. As early as 1917, when the record industry was 
still in its infancy, New Orleans musician Freddie Keppard 
refused a recording offer for fear that his style would 
103 
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be copied. Similarly, jazz musician King Oliver is 
remembered for his refusal to tell white fans the names 
of his tunes for fear that someone might steal his material, 
In his autobiography Music on My Mind jazz pianist Willie 
"The Lion" Smith discusses the exploitation of the black 
msuician during the jazz age. According to Smith, re¬ 
cording agents paid each musician a standard fee of $25.00 
per session. "In those days," Smith explains, "it didn’t 
matter how long it took to get the sides down satisfac¬ 
torily. The money was always the same and no royalty 
deals."106 
The career of jazz musician Fletcher Henderson re¬ 
veals an even more unfortunate example of the perennial 
exploitation of the black musician. As early as 1927 this 
brilliant black composer laid the orchestral foundations 
of swing. During the thirties, however, Benny Goodman 
became the "King of Swing" while Henderson was relegated 
to the role of "chief arranger." Like many of his pre¬ 
decessors, Henderson was also denied the benefits of his 
107 own pioneering innovations. 
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Living in a society where even art is valued for its 
profit making potentials, the black musician has become 
a victim of the same exploitive apparatus that continues 
to plague the black masses. Hence it comes as no surprise 
that bebop, like the blues, emerged during a period when 
the oppression of the black working masses was particularly 
acute. Just as the blues conveyed the despair and agony 
of the black peasants in the rural south so did bebop ex¬ 
press the anguish and disenchantment of black urban labor¬ 
ers of the north. 
The bebop revolution grew out of a period that 
brought America out of the depression and into another 
world war. Black Americans fought valiantly in that 
war only to discover that heroism could not save them 
from racial injustice. Under threat of a massive march 
on Washington, war-time industry opened its doors to 
prospective black employees. But once the war was over 
massive unemployment once again became a defining 
characteristic of black life."^ 
The bebop era was also one of unrest, anxiety, and 
10Ô 
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massive discontent in the urban ghetto. Harlem, for 
example, was the scene of a bloody race riot in 1943* 
The just indignation of Afro-American people had finally 
surfaced in the form of massive violence. But the in¬ 
justices of racism and poverty were only compounded by 
the injustices of police brutality. Black urban workers 
not only found themselves trapped in the ghetto but 
pinned beneath the heel of police repression as well. 
Langston Hughes was among the few black intellectuals 
of this era to sympathize with justly aggrieved poor 
people in Harlem. In a 1944 edition of Negro Digest 
he denounces the snobery of "Sugar Hill" Negroes who 
viewed the riot as a deterrent to "Negro advancement." 
Examining the economic determinants of the disturbance, 
Hughes compared the lifestyles of Harlem's well-to-do 
Negroes with that of her working poor: 
It is, I should imagine, nice to be smart 
enough and lucky enough to be among Dr. Dubois' 
"talented tenth" and be a race leader and go to 
symphony concerts and live on that attractive 
rise of bluff and parkway along upper Edgecombe 
Avenue overlooking the Polo Grounds, where the 
plumbing really works, and the ceilings are high 
and airy. 
But under the hill on Eight Avenue, on Lenox and 
Fifth there are places like this — dark, 
unpleasant houses with steep stairs and narrow 
halls, where the rooms are too small, the ceilings 
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too low and the rents too high . . . 
In vast sections below the hill, neighborhood 
amusement centers after dark are gin mills, 
candy stores that sell King Kong ( and maybe reefers), 
drug stores that sell geronimoes - dope tablets - 
to juveniles for pepping up cokes, pool halls 
where gambling is wide open and barbeque stands that 
book numbers. 
The kids and grown-ups are not criminal or low 
by nature. Poverty, however, and frustration 
have made some of them too desperate to be decent. 
Some of them don't try any more. Slum-shocked, I 
reckon. 109 
As the art child of this tumultuous era bebop bore 
witness to the trammas and turmoils of the day. Ross 
Russell notes, for example, that "... bebop rhythm 
differs formally from swing rhythm, because it is more 
complex and places greater emphasis upon polyrhythmics. 
It differs emotionally from swing rhythm, creating greater 
tension, thereby reflecting more accurately the spirit and 
110 
temper of contemporary emotions." 
Hughes is even more precise in labeling the emotional 
content of bebop rhythms. In one of his Jesse B. Simple 
tales, the poet allows his famous grass roots hero to 
discuss the social origins of bebop. The idea that urban 
unrest was one of the social pre-conditions of bebop is 
explicit in Simple's observations: 
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"Re-bop certainly sounds like scat to me',' I 
insisted. 
"No," said Simple, "Daddy-o, you are wrong. 
Besides, it is not RE-Bop. It is Be-bop." 
"What's the difference?" I asked. "Between 
RE and BE?" 
"A Lot," said Simple. "Re-Bop is an imitation 
like most of the white boys play. Be-Bop is the 
real thing like the colored boys play . . . ." 
"You must not know where Bop comes from," 
said Simple, astonished at what he considered 
my ignorance. 
"I do not know," I said,"Where?" 
"From the police beating Negroes' heads," 
declared Simple. "Everytime a cop hits a Negro 
with his billy, that old stick says BOP! BOP!! 
. . . BE-BOP! . . . MOP!!. . BOP! And that Negro 
hollers, 'Oool-ya-koo! Ou-o-o!"' 
"Old cop just beats on, "MOP! MOP! . . . BE-BOP! 
MOP!' That's where Be-Bop came from, beaten 
right out of some Negro's head into them horns 
and saxophonce, and guitars and piano keys that 
plays it .... " 111 
Hughes' poetic commentary on the unrest and anxiety 
of post-war Black America is presented in a collection 
published in 1951 entitled Montage of a Dream Deferred. 
In a prefatory note Hughes explains that his poems were 
designed to reflect the mood and tempo of bebop. As 
Hughes puts it: 
In terms of current Afro-American popular music 
and the sources from which it has progressed — 
jazz, ragtime, swing, blues, boogie-woogie, and 
be-bop — this poem on contemporary Harlem, like 
be-bop, is marked by conflicting changes, sudden 
nunances, sharp and impudent interjections, broken 
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v...rhythms, and passages sometimes in the 
manner of the jam session, sometimes the popular 
song, punctuated by the riffs, runs, breaks, and 
disctortions (sic) of the music of a community in 
transition. 112 
When Montage was published, Hughes regarded bebop as a 
new type of jazz music that drew its strength and sub¬ 
stance from a composite venacular of black musical 
forms. In conjunction with this notion Hughes incor¬ 
porates a variety of music-related poems into this 
collection. The blues form, for example, appears with 
slight variations in a poem entitled "Blues at Dawn": 
I don't dare start thinking in the morning. 
I don't dare start thinking in the morning. 
If I thought thoughts in bed, 
Them thoughts would bust my head  
So I don't dare start thinking in the morning. 
I don't dare remember in the morning 
Don't dare remember in the morning. 
If I recall the day before, 
I wouldn't get up no more  -1-13 
So I don't dare remember in the morning. ^ 
"Lady 's Boogie" vibrates to the sassy rhythms of 
boogie-woogie : 
See that lady 
Dressed so fine? 
She ain't got boogie woogie 
On her mind  
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But if she was to listen 
I bet she’d hear, 
Way up in the treble 
The tingle of a tear. 
BE-BAGH! 114 
In his prefatory notes, Hughes identifies the entire 
collection as a "single poem." Similarly Donald Dickinson, 
a biographer of Hughes, describes Montage are "one long 
115 interrelated poetic jam session." ' It is interesting 
to note that bebop itself evolved out of the jam session 
of the jazz musicians. Music historians agree that in its 
nascent stages, bebop was an "after hours" music that 
Minton playhouse "radicals" performed following their 
scheduled dates with swing orchestras. The relaxed in¬ 
formal atmosphere of these jam sessions would tend to pro¬ 
duce an extemporaneous free-flowing form of musical ex¬ 
pression that demanded a creative contribution from 
each participant. No one can listen to a typical swing 
number and then a bebop number without realizing that in 
the latter the part (individual instrument) makes a singular 
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or distinctive contribution to the ensemble while in the 
former the individual component plays a less assertive 
role. 
In Montage Hughes takes advantage of the structural 
characteristics of bebop by drastically reordering the 
traditional limitations imposed on the poem. By 
breaking down the barrier between the beginning of one 
poem and the end of another Hughes has created a new 
technique in poetry. Perhaps one could more accurately 
describe Montage as a series of short poems or phrases 
that contribute to the making of one long poem. Each 
poem maintains some individual identity as a separate 
unit while contributing to the compostie poetic message. 
Movement bfetween passages is achieved by thematic or topi¬ 
cal congruency or by interior dialogue. "Who So Soon" and 
"Comment Against the Lamp", two poems that appear in 
succession, provide an excellent example of the latter 
technique : 
WHAT? SO SOON! 
I believe my old lady's 
pregnant again! 
Fate must have 
Some kind of trickeration 
to populate the 
cullud nation! 
COMMENT AGAINST LAMP POST 
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YOU CALL IT FATE? 
A conversation involving several individuals serves as 
the technical format of "Sister" and "Comment on the 
Stoop": 
SISTER 
That little Negro's married and got a kid. 
Why does he keep on foolin' around Marie? 
Marie's my sister — not married to me — 
But why does HE keep on foolin' around Marie? 
Why don’t she get a boy-friend 
I can understand — some decent man? 
DID IT EVER OCCUR TO YOU, SON, 
THE REASON MARIE RUNS AROUND WITH TRASH 
IS SHE WANTS SOME CASH? 
Don't decent folks have dough? 
UNFORTUNATELY USUALLY NO! 
Well, anyway, it don't have to be a married man. 
DID IT EVER OCCUR TO YOU, BOY, 
THAT A WOMAN DOES THE BEST SHE CAN? 
COMMENT ON STOOP 
SO DOES A MAN.11^ 
Hughes has actually developed a form of poetry 
writing which will allow him to compress a wide and 
complex range of images into one kaleidoscopic impression 
of life in Harlem during the 1940's. The fact that these 
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images are historically accurate, and the fact that they 
convey something of what it meant to be black in America 
during this crucial war-torn era, are proof of Hughes' 
profound understanding of the events and issues that 
have shaped the contemporary world. 
The idea that America has perennially denied her 
black working masses the right to life, liberty and the 
pursuit of happiness in the concentric unifying theme 
of Montage of a Dream Deferred. In practical terms these 
rights include access to adequate housing, a decent 
standard of living, and fair and profitable employment. 
Hughes had developed this theme earlier, on a much more 
general level, in a poem published in 1926 entitled 
"A Dream Deferred." In Montage Hughes expands the thematic 
substance of this poem and injects it with powerful 
soical and political connotations. 
Montage is divided topically into six main sections: 
"Boogie Segue to Bop," "Dig and be Dug," "Early Bright," 
"Vice Versa to Bach," "Dream Defered," and "Lenox Avenue 
Mural." Each section emphasizes a different aspect of 
life in Harlem — be it social, political, cultural or 
economic — but without excluding any one of these aspects. 
"Boogie Segue to Bach," for instance, glorifies the fullness 
and richness of black culture, especially black music, 
73 
through a cogent analysis of its social and political 
implications. "Dream Boogie," the first poetic passage 
in this section, identifies a questionable rumbling 
in the rhythms of bebop and boogie woogie. And since 
music has always served as the "heartbeat" of the black 
community, that rumbling becomes symbolic of an underlying 
state of anxiety and unrest in the urban ghetto: 
Good morning, daddy! 
Ain't you heard 
The boogie-woogie rumble 
Of a dream deferred? 
Listen, closely: 
You'll hear their feet 
Beating out and beating out a  
YOU THINK 
IT'S A HAPPY BEAT? 
Listen to it closely: 
Ain't you heard 
Something underneath 
like a  
WHAT DID I SAY? 
Sure, 
I'm happy! 
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Another poem in this section addresses itself to 
the issue of police repression by showing how a street 
parade — a traditional cultural affair in the black 
community — is hurried out of sight by aggressive 
policemen: 
Seven ladies 
and seventeen gentlemen 
at the Elks Club Lounge 
planning planning a parade; 
Grand Marshal in his white suit 
will lead it 
Cadillacs and dignitaries 
will precede it, 
And behind will come 
with band and drum 
on foot ... on foot. . . 
on foot. . . 
Motorcycle cops 
white, 
will speed it 
out of sight 
if they can; 
Solid black 
can’t be right 
Marching . . . marching . . . 
marching . . . 12Q 
noon till night . . . 
Then there is the image of children playing street 
corner games to rhymes that express a tough pragmatic 
awareness of the liabilities of being black and poor 
in America: 
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When I was a chile we used to play, 
•'One-two-buckle my shoe!" 
and things like that. But now, Lord, 
listen at them little varmints! 
BY WHAT SENDS 
THE WHITE KIDS 
I AIN'T SENT: 
I KNOW I CAN'T 
BE PRESIDENT. 
There is two thousand children 
in this block, I do believe! 
WHAT DON'T BUG 
THEM WHITE KIDS 
SURE BUGS ME: 
WE KNOW EVERYBODY 
AIN’T FREE! 
Some of these young ones is cert'ly bad - - - 
One batted a hard ball right through my window 
and my gold fish et the glass. 
WHAT'S WRITTEN 
FOR WHITE FOLKS 
AIN'T FOR US A-TALL: 
"LIBERTY AND JUSTICE  




The poetic passages in the first section also include 
insights into male-female relationships, a central theme 
in popular black music. Here we find that economic realities 
often influence one's choice of a romantic partner: 
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I likes a woman 
six or eight or ten years older'n myself 
I don't fool with these girls. 
Young girl'll say, 
DADDY, I WANT SO-AND-SO. 
I NEEDS THIS, THAT AND THE OTHER. 
But a old woman'll say, 
HONEY, WHAT DOES YOU NEED? 
I JUST DRAWED MY MONEY TONIGHT 
AND IT’S ALL YOUR’N 
That's why I likes a older woman 
Who can appreciate me: 
When she conversations you 
it ain't forever, GIMME! 122 
Yet a poem entitled "Easy Boogie" points out that 
black music — like black life — vibrates to the rhythms 
of love: 
Down in the bass 
That steady beat 
Rolling like I like it 
In my soul. 
Riffs, smears, breaks. 
Hey, Lawdy, Mama* 
Do you hear what I said? 
Easy like I rock it 
In my bed! 123 
In a section entitled "Dig and be Dug" we catch 
glimpses of an introspective Harlem, a Harlem that 
exposes the exploiters of the people and that simultaneously 
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laughs at itself as the victim of exploitation. A poem 
entitled "Movies," for example, focuses on the cynical 
laughter of Harlem movie fans who have been amused by 
studio produced caricatures of black life. 
The Roosevelt, Renaissance, Gem, Alhambra 
Harlem laughing in all the wrong places 
at the crocodile art 
that you know 
in your heart 
is crocodile: 
(Hollywood 
laughs at me, 
black - - - 
So I laugh 
back). 124 
On the other hand, a poem entitled "Not a Movie" reveals 
the true-to-life heroics of those who would resist oppression 
Well they rocked him with road-apples 
because he tried to vote 
and whipped his head with clubs 
and he crawled on his knees to his house 
and he got the midnight train 
and he crossed that Dixie line 
now he's livin' 
on a 133rd. 125 
"Dig and be Dug" examines a Harlem that is full of 
cynical self-awareness, that is in tune to the political 
and social conditions that define its existence: there 
is a belligerent outcry against racist slumlords in 
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"Ballad of the Landlord," the cruel survival value of the 
black poor’s faith in the number racket in "Numbers," a 
day to day awareness of the envigorating effect of war 
on the American economy in "Green Memory", all these 
images combine to create a portrait of a Harlem that 
knows and sees itself as being apart of the larger world 
scheme, a Harlem that is aware of its strengths and weak¬ 
nesses. Perhaps the overall theme of this section is best 
expressed in a poem entitled "Motto": 
I play it cool 
And dig all jive 
That’s the reason 
I stay alive. 
My motto, 
As I live and learn 
is 2 
DIG AND"BE DUG 
IN RETURN 126 
"Vice Versa to Bach" is an interesting section because 
it reveals Hughes' sensitivity to the development of class 
differentiations among black people. There is one group 
that is socially mobile, that moves "to the outskirts of 
town" and then seeks to sever itself from the inner city 
ghetto and all it stands for. Then there is the other, 
group — the vast majority — that finds itself hopelessly 
trapped in poverty. In a set of poems entitled "High to Low" 
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the socially mobile and the socially stagnant groups engage 
in open dialogue. The low accuse . the high Negroes of 
denying their blackness by snubbing their racial kinsmen of 
the ghetto: 
How can you forget me? 
But you do ! 
You said you was gonna take me 
Up with you - - - 
Now you’ve got your Cadillac, 
You done forgot that you are black. 
How can you forget me 
When I'm you? 127 
The high accuse the low of what might commically be 
referred to as "conspicuous Négritude": 
God knows 
We have our troubles too - - 
One trouble is you: 
You talk too loud, 
Cuss too loud, 
look to black, 
don't get anywhere, 
and sometimes it seems 
You don't even care. 
The way you send your kids to school 
stockings down 
(not Ethnical Culture) 
the way you shout out loud in church 
(not St. Phillips) 
And the way you lounge on door steps 
iust as if you were down south, 
(not at 409) 12$ 
Alain Locke has pointed out that a tendency to deny 
racial heritage, and a pathological aping of things 
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white are characteristic of the bourgeois segment of any- 
oppressed minority group. The class attitudes revealed 
in these poems lend credence to Locke's observations. 
Taken together, there two poems offer an artistically 
profound analysis of the dynamics of class contradictions 
129 among black people. 7
Some of the poems in Montage are significant for the 
insights they provide into the nunances of urban living 
after the second World War. The war brought about a 
second wave of mass migration and placed an even greater 
number of black people under the onus of ghetto life. 
Upon their arrival to the urban north blacks were housed 
in poorly kept run-down tenement buildings and charged 
exorbitant rental fees for the privilege of staying 
there. Hence the landlord-tenant conflict has become a 
recurrent feature of ghetto life. In "Ballad of the 
Landlord" a justly aggrieved black tenant refuses to pay 
his rent until the leaking roof and run-down stairway 
of his ghetto tenement are repaired: 
Landlord, landlord, 
My roof has sprung a leak 
Don't you 'member I told you about it 
Way last week? 
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Landlord, landlord, 
These steps is broken down. 
When you come up yourself 
It's a wonder you don't fall down. 
Ten bucks you say I owe you? 
Ten bucks you say is due? 
Well, that's Ten Bucks more'n I'll pay you 
Till you fix this house up new. 130 
A landlord-tenant conflict of sorts is also a major issue 
in a poem entitled "Necessity". The graphic imagery de¬ 
scribing the smallness of the room is pathetically 
amusing: 
Work? 
I don't have to do nothing 
but eat, drink, stay black and die. 
This little old furnished room's 
So small I can't skin a cat 
without getting fur in my mouth 
and my landlady's so old 
her features is all run together 
and God knows she sure can overcharge — 
Which is why I reckon I DOES 
have to work after all. 131 
A poignant reminder of the fact that blacks are 
usually the last hired and the first fired is found in a 
poem entitled "Relief." Following the end of World War II 
jobs once again became scarce and blacks of the urban 
north were first to feel the pinch of an unstable peace-time 
economy. In this poem a Harlemite hopes that a third 
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world war will come along to bail him out of his im- 
proverichment: 
My heart is aching 
for them Poles and Greeks 
on relief way across the sea 
because I was on relief 
once in 1933. 
I know what relief can be - - 
it took me two years to get on W.P.A. 
If the war hadn’t come along 
I wouldn't be out of the barrel yet. 
Now, I’m almost back in the barrel again. 
To tell the truth, 
if these white folks want to go ahead 
and fight another war, 
or even two, 
the one to stop em won't be me. 
Would you? 132 
Despite the fact that the war took countless lives, 
it also brought money and jobs to a needy urban ghetto. 
In "Green Memory" a Harlemite looks back nostalgically 
on the days of war-time prosperity: 
A wonderful time — the war: 
when money rolled in 
and blood rolled out. 
But blood 
was far away 
from here — 
Money was near. 133 
The inhumane and demoralizing conditions of ghetto life 
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caused some black people — especially the young — 
to turn to drugs as a means of escape. During the 
forties, drug abuse was not the national problem it is 
today, for frustrated blacks of the urban north were then 
the major constituents of the drug market. Drug addiction 
was most noticable among bebop musicians who expressed 
their disenchantment with urban life and American society 
by assuming a posture of "cool" defiance. Jazz saxa- 
phonist Jackie McLean, who was barely a teenager during 
this period, is one of the few beboppers who managed to 
escape the debilitating clutches of drug addiction. In 
an interview with A. B. Spellman, McLean explains why 
black musicians were an easy prey for aspiring drug pushers: 
"Why DID so many musicians use drugs? In the 
forties, times were harder than they are now. 
It was right after the war, and the situation 
all over the country was pretty bad. Everyone 
had troubles, and heroin made you forget your 
troubles. It doesn't make your life too 
realistic, but it relaxes you and tends to take 
things off your mind, troubles, you know. It 
doesn't give you hallucinations and make you 
think the world is a bowl of cherries, but 
it does take your mind off your troubles. 
In the forties it was just there, it was really 
being pushed on the scene. A lot of musicians 
used it and a lot of teenagers. 134 
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Hughes was aware of the widespread use of drugs 
among black musicians of the forties. A poem entitled 
"Flatted Fifths", for example, gives the reader an inside 
view of the musician's "high" by showing how narcotics 
have frastically transformed the user's perception of 
objects around him (the poem contradicts McLean, however, 
by describing hallucinations). The "frantic cullud boys" 
that participate in this ritual wear the characteristic 
beard and beret of the bebop musician: 
Little cullud boys with beards 
re-bop be-bop mop and stop. 
Little cullud boys with fears, 
frantic, kick their CC years 
into flatted fifths and flatter beers 
that at a sudden change become 
sparkling Oriental wines 
rich and strange 
silken bathrobes with gold twines 
and Heilbroner, Crawford, 
Nat-undreamed-of Lewis combines 
in silver thread and diamond notes 
on trade-marks inside 
Howard coats. 
Little cullud boys in berets 
OOP-POP-A-DA 
horse a fantasy of days 
oolya-koo 
and dig all plays. 135 
A short poem entitled "Bebop Boys" points to another aspect 
of the bebop movement, the conversion of many musicians 
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to Islam. Despite the alteration in their religious 
convictions the musicians' prayers seemed to remain the 
same. Here the reader is once again reminded of the link 




with Decca. ^ 
Beneath their cool detached facade, their uncon¬ 
ventional religious affiliations, and eccentric wearing 
apparel the bebop generation was haunted by the prevailing 
national and international disorders of the day. And 
since this era begin with World War II and ended with the 
Korean War, it comes as no surprise that many beboppers 
were draft dodgers as well: 
Little cullud boys 
with fears, 
frantic, 
Nudge their draftee years. 
PO A DA! 137 
Arthur P. Davis' description of the images of 
Harlem reflected in Montage of a Dream Deferred adequately 
express the current writer's ideas on this subject. 
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Davis observes that the Harlem depicted in Montage had 
". . . come through World War II, but has discovered that 
a global victory for democracy does not necessarily have 
too much pertinence at home. Although the Harlem of the 
1946-1951 period has far more opportunity than the 1926 
Harlem ever dreamed of, it is still not free; and the 
modern city having caught the vision of total freedom and 
total integration will not be satisfied with anything less 
than the idea. It is therefore a critical, a demanding, 
a sensitive and utterly cynical city." ^ That cynicism 
was part of the overall feeling of disenchantment, of 
frustration, bewilderment and despair that informed the 
music — the very life impulse — of post-war urban life 
in America. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: LANGSTON HUGHES AND THE "NEW" BLACK MUSIC 
37 
Jazz ... is one of the most meaningful social, 
aesthetic contributions to America. It is that 
certain people accept it for what it is, that 
it is a meaningful, profound contribution to 
America — it is anti-war: it is opposed to 
Viet Nam, it is for Cuba; it is for the liberation 
of all people. That is the nature of jazz. That's 
not far-fetched. Why is that so? Because jazz is 
a music itself born out of oppression, born 
out of the enslavement of my epople. It is pre¬ 
cisely that. 139 
************************************** 
In Blues People Leroi Jones examines the reciprocal 
interchange between American popular and black musical 
forms. Jones notices a tendency which he describes as 
" . . . a continuous re-emergence of strong Negro influences 
to revitalize American popular music." What usually 
happened, Jones continues, was that "too much exposure 
to the debilitating qualities of popular expression tended 
to lessen the emotional validity of the Afro-American 
forms; then more or less violent reactions to this over¬ 
exposure altered their overall shape. 
The hard bop movement of the mid-1950's is one of the 
"violent reactions" that Jones had in mind. Just as the be¬ 
bop musicians of the early forties sought to rescue jazz 
music from the commercial vapidity of swing so did the 
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hard bop musicians of the mid-fifties attempt to save their 
art from the devitalizing influences of cool jazz, a move¬ 
ment whose founders included Chet Baker and Dave Brubeck. 
Hard bop also represented — as bebop did a decade earlier — 
the black musician's continuous effort to gain financial 
pre-eminence in the jazz industry. 
The hard bop musicians of the mid-fifties and early 
sixties began to turn to traditional forms of black music 
as a source of inspiration. They sought to incorporate 
the rhythmic and melodic nuances of gospel, spirituals 
and the blues into the musical jargon of modern jazz.^^^ 
Too often, however, the hardboppers tended to overstate 
the case and by doing so they inadvertently undermined 
the potential for free innovation that was crucial to 
bebop. Despite this tendency, the hard bop movement ac¬ 
quires historical significance as a nascent expression of 
the cultural nationalist movement of the sixties. 
Although he was well into his middle years when 
the hard bop movement emerged, Hughes precociously tran¬ 
slated the political implications of this era in a timely 
collection entitled Ask Your Mama. First released in 1961, 
Ask Your Mama is the most technically advanced collection 
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of poems that Hughes ever produced. James Emmanuel, a 
contemporary black literary critic, labels this poem as 
a "long adventuresome piece" that "updates Hughes original 
efforts of the 1920’s with a leap in technique that has 
out-distanced critical perception." ^ Like other black 
art scholars Emmanuel applauds the technical brilliance 
of this poem. 
In order to decipher the political content of Ask Your 
Mama one must first understand those developments in the 
American cultural scene that gave rise to the poem's 
technically innovative format. A "jazz-poetry" movement 
developed concurrently with the cool-hard bop evolution 
of the mid-fifties. Leonard Feather explains that this 
movement first got underway in San Francisco, where white 
poets like Kenneth Rexroth, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Kenneth 
Patchen and others read their works to an in-group audience, 
accompanied by a jazz combo at a club called the Cellar. 
Around 1957 the movement moved to Chicago and then to New 
York's Greenwich Village where clubs like the Half Note 
and the Five Spot held poetry night every week. 
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Jazz critic Nat Hentoff reveals that somewhere toward 
the end of the jazz-poetry movement it occurred to a few 
club owners and promoters that Hughes had been the first 
to write "Jazz" poetry and that he might make more 
authentic sense from the blending of the two idioms than 
anyone else had to that point. Hence in 195$ Hughes worked 
a series of Sundays at the Village Vanguard in New York, 
read in Hollywood to a jazz quartet and was part of Fisk 
University’s annual festival of music and art in the same 
role. Later that year Hughes recorded a jazz-poetry album 
with music by Charles Mingus and Red Allen.It is 
interesting to note that the latter musician was identified 
with the more traditional styles of blues and jazz while 
the former was associated, at least peripherally, with 
hard bop, a movement which sought — as mentioned 
previously — to incorporate a variety of traditional 
styles into the overall framework of modern jazz. 
With Mingus and Allen serving as his accompanying 
musicians, Hughes was bound to produce a jazz-poetry jam 
session that was artistically superior to the efforts of 
his contemporaries. In their attempts to blend jazz with 
poetry, many of the jazz poets of the 1950's were unable 
to establish an equilibrium between these two distinct art 
forms. Critic Martin Williams points out that the usual 
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result of efforts to merge the arts was that one experience 
predominated, the other becoming a subordinate part of it. 
"If poetry was going to be poetry," Williams continues, 
"the struggling art of jazz was going to come off second. 
The jazz-poet's failure to create a balanced blending 
of jazz and poetry stemmed partly from the type of jazz 
music used as an accompaniment. Since many of the leading 
figures of the jazz poetry movement, most noticably Rexroth 
and Ferlinghetti, worked on the West Coast they naturally 
tended to team up with the cool musicians who also made 
their homes in this area. With its soft intimate sounds 
and regular rhythms cool jazz was easily relegated to the 
meek role of background music. Hughes, on the other hand, 
recorded with musicians who were firmly committed to the 
black musical tradition — a tradition that is characterized 
by forceful irregular rhythms and a well defined emotional 
content. Consequently Hughes succeeded where his contemporaries 
failed, in creating balance and symmetry in the jazz-poetry 
performance. 
The poet did, in fact, work consciously toward this 
end. Hughes believed that music "... should not only 
be background to the poetry, but should comment on it. 
I tell my musicians, and I've worked with several different 
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groups, to improvise as much as they care to around what 
I read. Whatever they bring of themselves to the poetry 
is welcomeito me. I merely suggest the mood of each piece 
as a general orientation. Then I listen to what they 
say in their playing and that affects my own rhythms when 
I read. We listen to each other. 
Hughes' belief that jazz and poetry should compli¬ 
ment each other receives formal expression in Ask lour Mama. 
In this collection the poet includes a series of musical 
cues indicating the type of music most suitable for each 
phase of the poem. Indeed the subtitle of the collection, 
"Twelve Moods for Jazz," suggests that the poems are merely 
an adjunctive expression of the music. Hughes bears the 
distinction of being one of the few jazz poets of the 
era to include musical cues in a published collection of 
poetry. 
The cues themselves suggest a wide range of black 
musical forms including the blues, spirituals, gospels, 
marches, progressive jazz, bop, hymns, post-bop and 
Afro-Cuban and African music. The emphasis on tradi¬ 
tional black musical genres might suggest that Hughes was 
trying to adapt some of the conventions and devices of 
hard bop. The very title of the collection, Ask Your Mama, 
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implies a conscious identification with the grass roots 
dimensions of black culture. The recurrent appearance of this 
phrase, which is a take-off on the pithy street game 
called "the dozens," and of sporadic but well-placed re¬ 
ferences to soul food (i.e., chicken and collard greens) 
add a folksy character to the poem that stands out in 
bold relief against its modernistic language and structure. 
With a unique paginal format, irregular rhyme scheme and 
free verse form, this volume captures the mood and spirit 
of modern poetry. Like his contemporaries in the black 
music community, Hughes was obviously seeking to incor¬ 
porate the idioms and nunances of traditional black culture 
into a modern artistic venacular. 
In addition to identifying themselves with traditional 
Afro-American music, some of the hard hoppers, most noticably 
Art Blakey and Sonny Rollins, sought to incoporate the 
rhythms of African music into their compositions. Frank 
Kofsky points out that a survey of the titles of albums 
produced in the hard bop era reveals a decided focus on 
Africa.If one looks to history in search of the po¬ 
litical and social forces that gave rise to this early 
expression of black nationalism among Afro-American 
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musicians two developments or trends are most pronounced; 
the anti-colonialism movement in Africa during the 1950's 
and the Civil Rights struggle in the United States. 
Although it is impossible to determine the precise relation¬ 
ship between these events and the emergent nationalist 
tendencies in hard bop, no one can doubt that they did 
influence the themes and ideas expressed in Ask Your Mama. 
At a time when Africa was viewed as a "skeleton in 
the closet" by many aspiring middle-class Afro-Americans 
Hughes was expressing a heart-felt concern for the strug¬ 
gling nations of this distant continent. One finds in 
Ask Your Mama sporadic but well placed allusions to African 
leaders who helped advance the cause of African liberation 
during the fifties. Sekou Toure of Guinea, Nigeria's Dr. 
Azikiwe, Lumumba in the Congo, Jomo Kenyatta of Kenya and 
Nkrumah of Ghana are among the many African leaders alluded 
to in this kaleidoscopic world view of the African diaspora. 
In one passage from the poem "Bird in Orbit" Hughes 
symbolically links the enslavement and exploitation of 
black people in America with the developing struggles for 
liberation in Africa: 
GRANDPA, WHERE DID YOU MEET MY GRANDMA? 
AT MOTHER BETHEL’S IN THE MORNING? 
I'M ASKING, GRANDPA, ASKING. 
WERE YOU MARRIED BY JOHN JASPER 
OF THE DO-MOVE COSMIC CONSCIENCE? 
GRANDPA, DID YOU HEAR THE 
HEAR THE OLD FOLKS SAY HOW 
HOW TALL HOW TALL THE CANE GREW 
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SAY HOW WHITE THE COTTON COTTON 
SPEAK OF RICE DOWN IN THE MARSHLAND 
SPEAK OF FREDERICK DOUGLASS’S BEARD 
AND JOHN BROWN’S WHITE AND LONGER 
LINCOLN’S LIKE A CLOTHEBRUSH 
AND OF HOW SOJOURNER HOW SOJOURNER 
TO PROVE SHE WAS A WOMAN WOMAN 
BARED HER BOSOMS, BARED IN PUBLIC 
TO PROVE SHE WAS A WOMAN? 
WHAT SHE SAID ABOUT HER CHILDREN 
ALL SOLD DOWN THE RIVER 
I look at the stars 
And they look at the stars, 
And they wonder where I be 
And I wonder where they be. 
STARS AT STARS STARS . . . 
TOURE DOWN IN GUINEA 
LUMUMBA IN THE CONGO. 
JOMO IN KENYATTA . . . STARS . . . 
GRANDPA, DID YOU FIND HER IN THE T. V. SILENCE 
OF A MILLION MARTHA ROUNDTREES? 
IN THE QUARTER OF THE NEGROES 
DID YOU EVER FIND HER? 1^0 
In the same poem Hughes refers to the ’’sit-in kids", 
the vanguard of the civil rights movement in America. 
Hughes* contrived red-baiting of the world-wide struggles 
of oppressed people for self-determination reveals the 
sheer absurdity of McCarthyism, which held that the 
anti-colonial movements abroad and the struggle against 
racism at home were both communist inspired: 
THAT GENTLEMAN IN EXPENSIVE SHOES 
MADE FROM THE HIDES OF BLACKS 
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WHO TIPS AMONG THE SHADOWS 
SOAKING UP THE MUSIC 
ASKED ME RIGHT AT CHRISTMAS 
DID I WANT TO EAT WITH WHITE FOLKS? 
THOSE SIT-IN KIDS, HE SAID, 
MUST BE RED! 
KENYATTA RED! CASTRO RED! 
NKRUMAH RED! 
RALPH BUNCH INVESTIGATED! 
MARI MCLEOD BETHUNE BARRED BY 
THE LEGION FROM ENGLEWOOD! 
HOW ABOUT THAT N. A. A. C. P. 
AND THE RADICALS IN THAT 
THERE SOUTHERN CONFERENCE? 
AIN'T YOU GOT NO INFORMATION 
ON DR. WEAVER? 
INVESTIGATE THAT SANTA CLAUS 
WHOSE DOLLS ARE INTERRACIAL!! 
INVESTIGATE THEM NEGRAS WHO 
BROUGHT A DOBERMAN PINSCHER. 149 
Dudley Randall has spoken of a trend which might be Tabled 
as the "internationalization" of black poetry during the 
thirties, forties and fifties. The tendency to focus on 
international rather than strictly regional or local events 
and issues is a logical outgrowth of increased American 
involvement in war and war-related incidents during this 
150 
period. Like other black poets Hughes consciously spoke 
out against fascism during the early forties and sought 
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151 to mobilize black people in support of U.S. war efforts. 
Two decades later, with the appearance of Ask Your Mama, 
once again we find the poet voicing a concern for political 
developments outside of the U.S.A. In Ask Your Mama, 
not only does Hughes allude to the struggles in Africa 
but he also refers to developments in the oppressed nations 
of Asia and Latin America. In the following passage from 
a poem entitled "Cultural Exchange," Hughes alludes to India, 
Africa, Latin America and Black America and suggests that 
there might be a link between the exploitation of third 
world farm laborers (cane and coca) and the historic ex¬ 
ploitation of black labor in the United States (chain 
gang, slave block). The brilliant transferred epithet 
"tarred and feathered nations," suggests that entire nations 
rather that individuals are the victims of sadistic humili¬ 
ation. The final phrase, "won't let it go until it thunders" 
implies that only through revolution or violence (thunder) 
can these nations free themselves from the unyielding 
clutch ("like a snapping turtle") of imperialist aggression: 
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IN THE SHADOW OF THE NEGROES 
NASSER NASSER 
IN THE SHADOW OF THE NEGROES 
ZIK AZIKIWE 
CUBA CASTRO GUINEA TOURE 
FOR NEED OR PROPAGANDA 
KENYATTA 
AND THE TOM DOGS OF THE CABIN 
THE COCOA AND THE CANE BRAKE 
THE CHAIN GANG AND THE SLAVE BLOCK 
TARRED AND FEATHERED NATIONS 
SEGRAMS AND FOUR ROSES 
$5•00 BAGS A DECK A DAGGA. 
FILIBUSTER VERSUS VETO 
LIKE A SNAPPING TURTLE— 
WON’T LET GO UNTIL IT THUNDERS 
WON'T LET GO UNTIL IT THUNDERS 
TEARS THE BODY FROM THE SHADOW 
WON’T LET GO UNTIL IT THUNDERS 
IN THE QUARTER OF THE NEGROES. 
AND THEY ASKED ME RIGHT AT CHRISTMAS 
IF MY BLACKNESS, WOULD IT RUB OFF? 
I SAID, ASK YOUR MAMA. 152 
The international themes in Ask Your Mama, then, go 
beyond the Negro dilemma in America, even beyond the 
struggles against colonialism in Africa. They are 
instead an expression of the poet's concern for the 
just struggles of all third world nations against 
imperialism and colonialism. 
If one searches Ask Your Mama for some indication 
of the source of the global oppression of colored 
peoples, the following passage from the poem "Shades of 
Pigmeat" becomes crucial: 
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IN THE QUARTER OF THE NEGROES 
BELGIUM SHADOWS LEOPOLD 
PREMIER DOWNING AGING 
GENERAL BOURSE BELEAGURED 
EASTLAND AND MALAN DECEASED 
DEAD OR LIVE THEIR GHOST CAST SHADOWS 
IN THE QUARTER OF THE NEGROES 
WHERE NEGROES SING SO WELL 
SING SO WELL 
SO WELL 
WELL? 153 
The racism and greed of western leaders are the 
root source of the perennial oppression of Black people, 
both in America and in Africa. One of the nefarious 
figures alluded to is Britain’s George Downing who in 
the seventeenth century helped to build England’s 
commercial prosperity, the main source of that prosperity 
being the buying and selling of African people and the 
exploitation of their labor in colonial America.The 
King Leopolds’ of Belgium also had hopes of fattening 
their national coffers at the expense of Black Africa. 
Leopold II, the most notorious of them all, was respon¬ 
sible for the brutal death of hundreds of thousands of 
153 
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Congolese Negroes during the nineteenth century. 
Model oppressors of the twentieth century include Senator 
James Eastland, the notorious "hatchet man" of congress 
who developed a reputation during the 1950's for his 
156 
unyielding struggle against civil rights legislation, 
and South Africa's Daniel Malan, the "Father of Apartheid" 
who is remembered in the annuals of history for his 
157 inhumane treatment of Black people in South Africa. 
This fine array of historical figures — "living and dead" 
— continues to cast an oppressive shadow on the Negro 
quarters of the world. Here in several images with 
umbrella coverage Hughes clearly associates the economic 
growth of the west with the exploitation of African 
people and the underdevelopment of the African continent. 
"Ode to Dinah" focuses on the psychological and 
emotional ramifications of the oppression of black 
people in America, from welfare checks to housing projects 
155 
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to ;a premature adulthood that ghetto hardships 
force on Afro-American youth. The poet moves the reader 
from a description of the day to day manifestations of 
oppression (broken T.V. sets, the need for surreptitious 
methods of keeping the gas on in cold weather, etc.) to an 
historical allusion to the underground railroad, the con- 
150 
sumate expression of black freedom, hope and courage. 
One hundred years have passed since Harriet Tubman led 
daring bands of slaves across Niagra Falls and into freedom. 
But when Hughes moves the reader out of history and once 
again into the modern day ghetto milieu, he discovers that 
freedom and justice are not forthcoming, and that the 
underground railroad, for all its historic significance, 
is now only a "forgotten pain in the quarter of the Negro." 
WHEN NIAGARA FALLS IN FROZEN 
THERE’S A BAR WITH WINDOWS FROSTED 
FROM THE COLD THAT MAKES NIAGARA 
GHOSTLY MONUMENT OF WINTER 
TO A BAND THAT ONCE PASSED OVER 
WITH A WOMAN WITH TWO PISTOLS 
ON A TRAIN THAT LOST NO PASSENGERS 
ON THE LINE WHOSE ROUTE WAS FREEDOM 
THROUGH THE JUNGLE OF WHITE DANGER 
TO THE HAVEN OF WHITE QUAKERS 
WHOSE HAYMON WAS A MANGER MANGER 
WHERE THE CHRIST CHILD ONCE HAD LAIN. 
SO THE WHITENESS AND THE WATER 
MELT TO WATER ONCE AGAIN 
158 
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AND THE ROAR OF NIAGARA 
DROWNS THE RUMBLE OF THAT TRAIN 
DISTANT ALMOST NOW AS DISTANT 
AS FORGOTTEN PAIN IN THE QUARTER 
QUARTER OF THE NEGROES 
WITH A BAR WITH FROSTED WINDOWS 
NO CONDUCTOR AND NO TRAIN. 
BONGO BONGO! CONGO! 
BUFFALO AND BONGO! 
NIAGARA OF THE INDIANS 
NIAGARA OF THE CONGO! 159 
The commercial exploitation of black music for the 
benefit of absentee "curators” of black art serves as 
a continuous reminder to ghetto dwellers that their lives 
are controlled by outside forces, and hence that they 
are not truly free: 
DARK SHADOWS BECOME DARKER BY A SHADE 
SUCKED IN BY FAT JUKEBOXES 
WHERE DINAH’S SONGS ARE MADE 
FROM SLABS OF SILVER SHADOWS, 
AS EACH QUARTER CLINKS 
INTO A MILLION POOLS OF QUARTERS 
TO BE CARTED OFF BY BRINKS 
THE SHADES OF DINAH’S SINGING 
MAKE A SPANGLE OUT OF QUARTERS RINGING 
TO KEEP FAR-OFF CANARIES 
IN SILVER CAGES SINGING. l60 
The fast pace of inner-city life has torn the black 
family asunder. Children are brought into the world to 
bring additional welfare checks to desperate parents. 
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The tribal values that once unified our African ancestors 
have been replaced by the cold cavalier ethics of the 
street : 
IN THE SHADOW OF THE WELFARE 
IF BORN PREMATURE 
BRING WELFARE CHECKS MUCH SOONER 
YET NO PRESENTS DOWN THE CHIMNEY. 
IN THE SHADOW OF THE WELFARE 
CHOCOLATE BABIES BORN IN SHADOWS 
ARE TRIBAL NOW NO LONGER 
SAVE IN MEMORIES OF GANGRENOUS ICING 
ON A TWENTY STORY HOUSING PROJECT, 
THE CHOCOLATE GANGRENOUS ICING OF 
JUST WAIT. 
TRIBAL NOW NO LONGER PAPA MAMA 
IN RELATION TO THE CHILD, 
ONCE YOUR BROTHER’S KEEPER 
NOW NOT EVEN KEEPER TO YOU CHILD   
SHELTERED NOW NO LONGER, 
BORN TO GROW UP WILD-— 
TRIBAL NOW NO LONGER 
BORN TO GROW UP WILD — 
TRIBAL NOW NO LONGER — ONE FOR ALL 
AND ALL FOR ONE NO LONGER 
EXCEPT IN MEMORIES OF HATE l6l 
In "Ode to Dinah" ironic phases such as "even when 
you're winning there's no way not to lose," and "white 
folk's recession is colored folks depression" point to 
the desperation and hopelessness of ghetto life. Evi¬ 
dently Hughes v/as no more optimistic about the black 
condition during the prosperous fifties that he was 
l6l 
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three decades ago during the depression. 
In the modern day ghetto, the numbers racket bears 
the dubious distinction of being an "institution" that 
sublimates the anxiety and desperation of black life. 
Etheridge Knight has spoken eloquently of the pathetic 
and unwarranted sense of anticipation that surrounds 
the daily announcement of the winning number in the 
-j 
ghetto. The fantasies surrounding the mythical day 
when the player's number is called are dramatized in 
"Blues in Stereo": 
YOUR NUMBER* S COMING OUT! 
BOUQUETS I’LL SEND YOU 
AND DREAMS I'LL SEND YOU 
AND HORSES SHOD WITH GOLD 
ON WHICH TO RIDE IF MOTORCARS 
WOULD BE TOO TAME 
TRIUMPHAL ENTRY SEND YOU 
SHOUTS FROM THE EARTH ITSELF 
BARE FEET TO BEAT THE GREAT DRUMBEAT 
OF GLORY TO YOU NAME AND MINE 163 
Hughes is sensitive, however, to the fact that many 
black people manage to escape the ghetto and its con- 
commitant poverty and frustration. Throughout all of 
his works, the poet shows a concern for the effects of 
162 
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class mobility on the dynamics of black life. The ever 
intensifying class contradictions among black people are elo¬ 
quently dramatized in "Horn of Plenty." Even though a 
small number of middle-class Negroes have managed to move 
"to the outskirts of town," they have not managed to 
escape the racism that permeates all strata and class 
groupings in our society: 
GOT THERE. TES, I MADE IT. 
NAME IN THE PAPERS EVERYDAY 
FAMOUS — THE HARD WAY — 
FROM NOBODY AND NOTHING TO WHERE I AM. 
THEY KNOW ME, TOO, DOWNTOWN, 
ALL ACROSS THE COUNTRY, EUROPE — 
PIE WHO USED TO BE NOBODY, 
NOTHING BUT ANOTHER SHADOW 
IN THE QUARTER OF THE NEGROES, 
NOW A NAME, MY NAME — A NAME! 
YET THEY ASKED ME OUT ON MY PATIO 
TOERE DID I GET MY MONEY 
I SAID, FROM YOUR MAMA! 164 
The idea that oppression breeds questions that often 
go unanswered is perhaps the unifying theme of this 
volume. In the linear notes for the poem "Showfare, Please" 
Hughes metaphorically describes the never-ending search 
for "the answers" that characterizes the daily affairs of 
oppressed people: 
If the answers were on tickets in long strips 
like those that come from slots inside the 
cashier’s booth at the movies, and if I had 
164 
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the money for a ticket — like the man who owns 
ALL tickets, ALL booths, and ALL movies and who 
pays the ticket seller who in turn charges me — 
Would I, with answer in my hand, become one 
of the three — the man, the ticket seller or 
me? Showfare, mamma, please . . . 165 
The question raised in this paragraph is a crucial 
one. The essence of that question is what would happened 
if black people suddenly gained access to the economic 
resources needed to end their oppression. Would they 
become oppressors themselves (the man), the agents of the 
oppressor (the ticket seller) or the victims of oppression 
(me)? Earlier, in "Bird in Orbit" Hughes spoke of the 
insatiability of the probing curiosity of the oppressed. 
A poem entitled "Jazzett Muted" goes on to suggest that 
this persistent search for truth is the creative essence 
of black music. Perhaps Hughes would have agreed with 
Malcolm X who defined the political dimensions of that 
"search" by drawing a brilliant analogy between the black 
man's ability to improvise musically and his ability to 
devise new social forms. Malcolm marveled at what the 
black musician could accomplish when allowed to function 
in an atmosphere of complete freedom. "In that atmosphere" 
Malcolm explained, "... you'd be surprised at what will 
165 
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come out of the bosom of this black man. I’ve seen it 
happen. I've seen black musicians when they’d be jamming 
at a jam session with white musicians — a whole lot 
of difference. The white musician can jam if he's got some 
sheet music in front of ...him. He can jam on something that 
he’s heard jammed before. But that black musician, he 
picks up his horn and starts blowing some sounds that he 
never thought of before. He improvises, he creates, it comes 
from within. It's his soul: it's soul music. It's the 
only area on the American scene where the black man has been 
free to create. 
Malcolm was convinced that black people in general 
could also achieve such heights, ". . .if given intel¬ 
lectual independence." The black man, Malcolm continues, 
". . . can invent a society, a social system, an economic 
system, a political system, that is different from any¬ 
thing that exists or has ever existed anywhere on this 
earth." ^°^ 
It is this belief in the creative ability of the 
oppressed that permeates all of Hughes' poetry, form 
166 
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The Weary Blues to Ask Your Mama. The answer to the 
problems of poverty, oppression and exploitation will 
come from something new, something invented by the rest¬ 
less search of the oppressed themselves. 
Both Hughes and Malcolm X believed this, and just 
as Malcolm strove to demonstrate it in his life and 
works, so too did Hughes in his poetry. Ask Your Mama 
in the final analysis becomes a testimonial to, 
and an affirmation of faith in the creative genius of 
the oppressed people of the third world. 
Recent history has borne out the validity of this 
l6g 
faith for Guinea-Bissau, Tanzania and China all 
point the way to the future. And just as they reveal 
the creative genius of oppressed people in the political 
field, the new black music and poetry reveal this same 
genius in the cultural field. They go together and are 
reflections of the creative response to oppression. 
Langston Hughes realized this, and the total body of his 
work is perhaps the most complete and eloquent expression 
16Ô 
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of it. Ask Your Mama stands as a complete merger of the 
cultural and political response of genius to oppression. 
It, along with the other works of Langston Hughes, stands 
as a beacon light for us all to follow. 
no 
Hughes listened to black music and derived from it 
a cardinal understanding of the suffering and joys of 
"ordinary" Negroes. From the capricious rhythms of the 
Harlem jazz band came a message of great expectation as 
black people migrated northward and cityward in search of 
a better life. From the plaintive wails of the urban 
blues singer came a note of disillusionment and despair 
when those great expectations were not fulfilled. The 
startling insurgency of modern day jazz, however, reveals 
a message that history itself will soon make known to 
the world. The electric intensity of the music of 
Charlie Parker, Eric Dolphy and Ornette Coleman brings 
word of the fall of the oppressor and the rise of the 
oppressed. In his last blues poem "The Backlash Blues," 
Hughes outlines the shape of things to come. This poem 
is a fitting epilogue to the man and his works, and a 
prologue to the era of dramatic social upheaval that 
will inevitably confront us all: 
MISTER BACKLASH, MISTER BACKLASH, 
JUST WHO DO YOU THINK I AM? 
TELL ME, MISTER BACKLASH, 
WHO DO YOU THINK I AM? 
YOU RAISE MY TAXES, FREEZE MY WAGES, 
SEND MY SON TO VIETNAM. 
YOU GIVE ME SECOND-CLASS HOUSES, 
GIVE ME SECOND-CLASS SCHOOLS, 
SECOND-CLASS HOUSES 
AND SECOND-CLASS SCHOOLS. 
YOU MUST THINK US COLORED FOLKS 
ARE SECOND-CLASS FOOLS. 
Ill 
WHEN I TRY TO FIND A JOB 
TO EARN A LITTLE CASH, 
TRY TO FIND MYSELF A JOB 
TO EARN A LITTLE CASH, 
ALL YOU GOT TO OFFER 
IS A WHITE BACK LASH 
BUT THE WORLD IS BIG, 
THE WORLD IS BIG AND ROUND, 
GREAT BIG WORLD, MISTER BACKLASH, 
BIG AND BRIGHT AND ROUND — 
AND IT'S FULL OF FOLKS LIKE ME WHO ARE 
BLACK, YELLOW, BEIGE AND BROWN. 
MISTER BACKLASH, MISTER BACKLASH 
WHAT DO YOU THINK I GOT TO LOSE? 
TELL ME, MISTER BACKLASH, 
WHAT YOU THINK I GOT TO LOSE? 
I'M GONNA LEAVE YOU, MISTER BACKLASH, 
SINGING YOUR MEAN OLD BACKLASH BLUES. 
YOU'RE THE ONE, 
YES, YOU'RE THE ONE 
WILL HAVE THE BLUES. 169 
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